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In this volume we propose to introduce the following special

features among many other instructive articles of general interest:

Shining Lights. How They Acquired Brightness.

Under this lieading we design giving a series of biographical
sketches of some of the prominent living men of our community,
and tell what means they adopted to attain success. These articles

will be illustrated with balf-tone engravings of the persons men-
tioned.

Temple Manifestations.
There have been many remarkable experiences of Latter-day

Saints in our temples which have never been recorded. These in-

cidents have a tendency to create and encourage faith, and conse-
quently the knowledge of them should be widely disseminated. A
series of articles on this subject will be presented in Volume XVI
of The Contributor.

Serinons from the Prophets
will be the title of a series of articles by Dr. M. H. Hardy, con-
taining the choicest gems of thoughts of the leading men of this

dispensation. This collection will be of incalculable value to all

young people, and will be compiled wTith special reference to

Mutual Improvement work.

Beyond the Arctic Circle.
Continuing through Volume XVI. will be published an in-

tensely interesting narrative, nicely illustrated, of experiences and
observations in the Land of the Midnight Sun, by Elder Nephi
Anderson.

The Study of Self.
Professors George H. Brimhall, M. H. Hardy and other

able instructors will handle this subject and present such ideas

to young men as will enable them to better understand them-
selves, and thus more rapidly approach 4he divine Model whose
life and character we should constantly keep in mind.

Prof. N. L. Nelson, whose excellent articles in Volume XV
of The Contributor have been of such great service to all

readers will continue to write on

Preaching' and Preaching
in the first six numbers of Volume XVI. These articles will be
devoted especially to the composition and delivery of sermons.

In the remaining six numbers of the volume Prof. Nelson
will write on



Mormonism and Theosophy,
a subject which, in these times, is of special interest, and should be
carefully studied by the Latter-day Saints.

Reminiscences of the Scandinavian Mission,
will be treated by Elder Andrew Jenson than whom no person
is better qualified to write upon this very interesting subject. In
this series much heretofore unpublished history and many facts

and incidents not generally known will appear.

M. I. A. Manual, Part II.,

prepared by Professors M. H. Hardy and Geo. H. Brimhall,
and approved by all the M. I. A. general officers, will be published
in Volume XVI. Every association member should study care-

fully these lessons.

In the new volume will be issued the

Prize Story and Prize Male Quartette
for which The Contributor offered prizes at the Territorial Fair
of 1894.

We will also aim to have a valuable piece of

Vocal Music
in each number of the new volume.

Our Illustrations
will be of the very highest class, and mostly original. They will

also be abundantly used in the volume.

Department of Inquiry.
We propose to devote not to exceed three pages of each issue

to the answering of all proper questions the answers to which will

be of general interest. Inquiries concerning association work,
doctrine, missions, e,tc, it will be the endeavor of The Contribu-
tor to answer.

Under the title of

Association Suggestions,
it will be the aim to present in an instructive and entertaining

manner, items of general interest and benefit concerning Mutual
Improvement work. In order to make this department of general

value we cordially invite those actively engaged in association

work to give us the benefit of their suggestions.

Our Missions
throughout the world will receive attention, and everything of inter-

est or profit connected therewith will be communicated to our readers

As Writers
for the coming volume we will have some of the most able among
the people. Every effort will be used to make The Contributor
what it should be— a worthy organ of the Young Men's Mutual
Improvement Associations of Zion.

Many New Features
which we cannot now mention, will be introduced in Volume XVI
of The Contributor.

Subscription Price, $2.00 per Year, Postpaid.

Address: The Contributor Oo.,
P. O. BOX 620. SALT LAKE CITY, UTAH.

P. S. -Please remit by P. 0. Order, registered letter, bank draft
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RAMBLINGS AROUND THE WORLD.
XIV.

The port of Vera Cruz lying in

the great gulf on the eastern coast of

Mexico has been a terror to sea-far-

ing men for three hundred years. It

is built on a sandy, desolate region,

and for a space of five, or more like-

ly, seven months in the year is very

unhealthy, during which period yel-

low fever, smallpox and other foul

pollutions poison the air and fret the

soul; a great lazaretto where every

one infects with his sores the next

within reach. During their brief

immunity from these "visitations of

God," as Vera Cruz and other Cath-

olic communities are pleased to call

such maladies, the surviving popula-

tion, receive, rob and entertain native

and foreign tourists from other parts

of the country. The once-flourish-

ing, but now fast decaying little sea-

port then becomes a winter resort

notwithstanding vomito or black

death is still, in isolated places, stalk-

ing through the streets and luring

obscure strangers into nameless

graves; and—by common consent,

little time is lost in Vera Cruz when
shriving a sinner (protestant).

In last mid-December the writer

chanced to be at Vera Cruz when the

steamer Siguranze of the Ward line

plying between New Orleans and the

Mexican ports arrived off the bar

with twenty-one smallpox patients

aboard and managed to increase the

number to thirty-two within twenty-

four hours after reaching quarantine.

Four days later the pest-ridden ship
' In a

was thoroughly disinfected and all

the patients convalescing, so thor-

ough and heroic is the treatment of

such unwelcome visitors when the

closing of a voyage or stress of

weather drives a wave-worn ship

into those Caribbean waters.

While in the southern gulf the

writer made an excursion through a

long stretch of tropical jungle to

Alvarado and many miles further up
the San Juan River to the little vil-

lage of Tlacotalpam where a holy
festival and fair was about to be held
in honor of some dead and decayed
priest or saint whose miracles have
passed into the dim memories of long
ago. In the July number one of these

holy festivals held in commemoration
of Our Lady of Guadelupe was
characterized in detail and a des-

cription of one is a description of
all.

Leaving the tierra caliente or hot
lands of the eastern coast I traversed
many a pleasant league on returning

to the valley and city of Mexico. The
traveler passes through immense
tracts of cultivated land covered with
endless parterres of the century or

Maguey plant producing an excellent,

valuable fibre, and yielding a liquid

from which pulque is made. This lat-

ter, in color is a bluish white, the
shade of diluted milk. It is the
common drink of the peon class and
will intoxicate when drank to excess.

It is obtained by tapping the base of
the plant and applying a crude
syphon from which it is discharged



Syphoning the Maguey Plant fob Pulque drinking (Mexico).

into buckets in the manner shown in

the illustration.

The elevated, comparatively nar-

row plain called the table land of

Mexico, spreads almost from ocean
to gulf, and has an elevation of four

thousand to eight thousand feet

above the level of the sea. Above
this plateau rise the crests of the

great volcanic ridge. The main chain

of mountains is known as the Sierra

Madre. North of the twenty-first

parallel three well-defined ranges ex-

tend. The middle range joins, fin-

ally, the Rocky Mountains; as does
also the western, after making a wide

loop to the westward; the eastern

sinks away gradually as it approaches
the Rio Grande.

Lying partly within both the tro-

pical and temperate zones, and
having a curious physical forma-

tion, Mexico possesses three well

defined climates: hot in the tierra.

caliente, or hot lands of the coast;

temperate in the tierra templada, or
regions lying at an elevation of be-

tween three thousand and six thous-

and feet above the level of the sea;

cold, in the tierra fria, at an eleva-

tion exceeding six thousand feet.

These several climates are, naturally,
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modified further by latitude. The
' 'cold' ' region of the north is actually-

bleak, while the cold region of the

south is only so by comparison with

the very hot climate hovering near

it at a lower level. The mean
thermometer (Fahrenheit) in the hot

lands is 8o° ; in the temperate lands,

70 ; in the cold lands, 6o°. The
extremes are about ioo° in the hot

lands, and about 20 in the cold

lands. In the temperate lands of

about the latitude of the city of Mex-
ico the mercury generally ranges

between 65 and 75 the year round.

The year is divided into two seasons:

the dry season from November to

May; the rainy season, from June to

October. During the latter, rain

usually falls late every afternoon and
in the night. The mornings usually

are bright and clear, while the air is

deliciously cool and fresh. In short,

the climate of Mexico, as a rule, is

pleasant and healthy. The excep-

tions to the rule occur in the hot
lands of the coast, where fevers of

various sorts usually prevail; and, to

a less serious extent, at all seasons

of the year, in the damp valley of

Mexico, where little or no drainage

occurs.

On the east coast of Mexico the

great current of the Atlantic Ocean
sweeps around the peninsula of Yu-
catan and through the Gulf of Mex-
ico, causing a continual extension of

the beach, increase of sand banks
and barring of river mouths. On the

entire Gulf coast there is no bay of

any importance; no good harbor
easy of access, nor any sheltered

anchorage. Excellent harbors might
be made, however, by removing the

bars that block the entrances to the

lagoons of Terminos, Santa Ana,
Madera, Tamiahua, and Tampico.
On the west coast, the highlands ap-

proach the seashore, and the coast-

lands, relatively, are high. On this

coast are the excellent harbors of

Acapulco and San Bias—two of the

finest harbors in the world—then fol-

low the very fair harbors of Guay-
mas, Manzanillo, Mazatlan, and
several smaller ports in which
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good anchorage and protection are

found.

About the year 1524 was founded,

in a suburb of the city called Tlaque-

chiuhcan (meaning where sleeping

mats are made) a chapel dedicated

to the Assumption of Our Lady.

To that shrine went on Sundays and
holy days a monk from the church

of San Jos6 to say the mass; and
every year on the Feast of the As-

sumption went out from this chapel

a procession of its Indian worship-

ers who thus celebrated the day.

that his handiwork had been miracu-
lously carried on. And by this

image many miracles were wrought
—most notable of which was the

quenching of a certain fire, December
11, 1676, by which the first great

church of Saint Augustin was con-

sumed. The parish continued to be
administered by the Franciscans un-

til June 26, 1 753, when it passed into

the control of the secular clergy.

The foregoing narration—a mir-

acle, an image, a monk and a peon is

representative of the causes which

Group of Mexican Ladies, Spanish Type.

One year it fell out that certain stu-

dents who had gone there to see the

procession, made light of it, which
so enraged the Indians that they mu-
tinied against them. Therefore, the

Lord Archbishop ordered, under
pain of excommunication, that neither

students nor monks any more should

go to see that procession. In the

chapel was venerated an especially

holy image, the making of which

was miraculous; for a pious Indian

having begun to make it, and leaving

it for a time, found upon his return

founded seven-eighths of the churches
of Mexico. Religious superstition,

bigotry and intolerance—a smooth,
stagnant pool reflecting only the

images of idleness and servitude.

Prior to the separation from Spain,

almost every public institution in the

province was a religious foundation

—

schools, hospitals, asylums, even the

principal theatres in the city; all had
their origin in the church. As the

term is used there, however, its mean-
ing is restricted to churches, and to

establishments of which a church
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was the principal or a very promi-

nent part. A church was a part of

almost everything in the earlier time.

One of the most commendable
charitable institutions of the tawny
republic is known as the Monte de
Piedad, a national pawnshop founded
by a wealthy mine owner named
Pedro Romero de Terreros, for the

benevolent purpose of enabling the

poor of the capital to obtain loans

on pledges for almost nominal rates

of interest. Its effect, to the mate-

rial gain of the poorer classes, was
to break up the usurious rates of

interest previously charged by private

pawnbrokers. For the purpose of

the charity he endowed the establish-

ment with a fund of three hundred
thousand dollars. Upon its founda-

tion no fixed charges, or, indeed,

charges of any sort, were made for

its loans. Payment for the obligation

conferred was left to the discretion

of the borrower, who simply was
invited, when repaying his loan and
receiving again his pledge, to make

a gift for the maintenance of the

charity. This benevolent laxity led

to so much abuse that it became
necessary to hx a regular rate of in-

terest lor loans; but the rate was
fixed at the lowest figure that would
yield sufficient revenue to meet ne-

cessary expenses. The exceedingly

low charges have always been main-

tained; the charitable purpose of the

founder never having been lost sight

of by the administrators of the fund.

When, by bad management in the

year 1814, the capital was seriously

impaired, being reduced to but little

more than one hundred thousand
dollars, the deficiency was made
good and the original endowment
regained. Later on, good manage-
ment and careful investments raised

the capital to upward of half a million

dollars, and now, the average annual

loans on pledges are in the neighbor-

hood of one million dollars distri-

buted among from forty thousand to

fifty thousand borrowers.

G. H. Snell.

PATRICK HENRY'S WAY OF SPEAKING.

"We must fight! I repeat it, sir,

we must fight! An appeal to arms
and to the God of hosts is all that is

left us!"

These words are part of a speech

by Patrick Henry, delivered in 1775,
which is to be found in almost every

school speaker. I have heard it

spoken by boys many times, and I

used to speak it myself at school;

but we all utter these words in the

wrong way. There are still old men
in Virginia whose grandfathers heard
this speech in 1775, and those words
they say, were not spoken in a loud,

vehement manner, as boys usually

speak them, but in a low tone, and
with the deepest solemnity.

St. John's Church, in which the

speech was spoken , is still standing

at Richmond. I visited it not long
ago. It is a small church, built at a

time when Richmond was only a

village, and it was intended to seat

about two hundred persons in its

oaken pews.

If Patrick Henry had shrieked

those sentences, as I have heard
some boys shriek them, the effect

would have been more laughable

than impressive in so small a room.
It was a time when every patriot

in Virginia was most anxious for his

country. The first Congress had sat

and adjourned, and it seemed to

many that the colonies had then

done all that they could to bring the

king of England to his senses. The
feeling was general that it was im-

possible for the colonies to contend
with Great Britain in arms. Patrick

Henry thought otherwise, and he
supported his opinion with a number
of powerful arguments.
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But this great orator had a way
of putting his whole speech, after he
had argued the matter, into one
electric sentence, which pierced every
ear, and remained in the memory
ever after. He did so on this occa-

sion, when he said in the lowest

tones of his wonderful voice:

"We must fight! I repeat it, sir,

we must fight!"

He meant to give that to the As-
sembly as his deliberate, reluctant,

judgment. He did not intend to

defy or threaten.

Every speech of his which has been
preserved contains one or two of

these burning sentences. Soon after

he entered public life, it was pro-

posed in the Legislature of Virginia

to establish a public Loan Office,

where planters who had great debts

upon their lands could borrow money
from the colony, with which to pay
off pressing mortgages and carry on
their plantations.

It was thought to be a good meas-
ure by many members, particularly

those who had debts hanging over
them. Patrick Henry, a young
member only twenty-nine years of

age, made a very short speech
against it. He rarely spoke over
twenty minutes in a public assembly.

On this occasion he killed the loan

bill by one sentence.

"What, sir," said he, "is it pro-

posed, then, to reclaim the spend-
thrift from his dissipation and extra-

vagance by filling his pockets with

money?'

'

That was enough. The plain

country members, who cultivated

small farms, and who were cast into

the shade by the splendid coaches

and liveried servants of the great

planters, voted down the bill.

This sentence cut so deep into the

memory of the hearers that, although

there was no record taken of it at

the time, it was reported forty-five

years after its utterance.

Another instance occurs to me.

When the Revolutionary War was
closed, there was a warm feeling

among the people not to let the Tories
come back to their native country.

They were looked upon as traitors,

who might betray their country a

second time if they should be allowed

to return.

Patrick Henry delivered an ingen-

ious and masterly speech against this

timid policy of keeping out valuable

inhabitants from a country that

needed nothing but inhabitants. He
finished his speech with one of his

usual flashes of fire.

"Afraid oithem! What, sir, shall

we who have laid the proud British

lion at our feet now be afraid of his

whelps?'

'

The House, it is said,' visibly

started at the boldness and sudden-
ness of the figure. The absurdity of
fearing a small number of ruined

exiles was brought home to every
mind, and was never heard of again.

But for this habit, scarcely any-
thing would have been remembered
of Patrick Henry's speeches. The
greatest moment of his life was when
he first addressed the Continental

Congress in Carpenter's Hall, at

Philadelphia, September 5, 1774.

There were about fifty gentlemen
present, who sat silent and anxious,

all wearing their cocked hats, ac-

cording to the custom of the time.

What were they to do against the

mighty power of Britain? What
could they do? They had no trea-

sury, no army, no government.

When they were organized and
ready for business, there might well

be that long pause of which we read.

At last a strange-looking figure took
off his hat and rose to speak. The
other members were dressed in the

bright colors then fashionable,

—

peach-blossom coats, white silk

stockings, knee buckles and shoe
buckles of silver.

Patrick Henry commonly wore in

public very much such dress. But
on this occasion he was clad in a

suit of cloth then called parson's

gray, and those who did not know
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him took him for a Presbyterian

minister.

He always began his speeches in

an awkward, slow, faltering manner,
like a vessel getting under way. He
did so on this occasion; but soon
rising from his slouching attitude

• and gaining the use of his penetrat-

ing voice, he spoke for about fifteen

minutes with so much power and
good sense combined, that fifty years

after men who heard the speech

spoke of it with enthusiasm.

But unfortunately there was no
reporter present, and all we know of

it is two or three of those intense,

concentrated sentences of which I

have spoken,—sentences which im-

printed themselves upon the brain of

every hearer. The main idea of the

speech was that the colonies must
stand together as one people, and he
put this into his closing words: "The
distinctions between Virginians, Penn-
sylvanians, New Yorkers and New
Englanders are no more. I am not

a Virginian, but an American ! '

'

Now you must know that in the

early days the colonies did not love

one another any too well, and it is

always very difficult for equal States

to act together. Patrick Henry
darted at once to the real difficulty

and danger, and he put into these

two sentences the whole purpose and
business of the Congress. All that

the first Congress did was to expand
them into a half-a-dozen long and
formal documents, which said to all

the world

—

"We are no longer Virginians,

Pennsylvanians, New Yorkers and
New Englanders. We are Ameri-
cans !'

'

But in oratory it is not enough to

say great and wise things. The
effect upon an audience depends al-

most entirely upon the manner in

which they are said. Everyone who
has ever heard a great actor perform
must be aware that this is the case.

After Macbeth had murdered Dun-
can, and he stands appalled at what
he has done, looking with horror

upon his bloody hands, a loud knock-
ing is heard at the castle door.

Macbeth says, as he goes out to wash
his hands

—

"Wake Duncan with thy knock-
ing! I would thou couldst!"

If I were to live a hundred years,

I could not forget the manner in

which Mr. Macready used to pro-

nounce those words. Grief, remorse,

despair, were all expressed in a loud

cry which rent the heart.

It was the manner in which the

words were uttered which produced
the effect, and to acquire that man-
ner cost the great actor many years

of labor. He used to practice eight

hours a day in his early life. I think

it probable that he had spoken those

words ten thousand times before the

night on which I first heard him.

Now Patrick Henry appears to

have had this gift direct from nature.

He had a voice of singular power
and compass, and he seemed to

know by instinct just how to use it

so as to produce the effect he wished.

Mr. Gough has much of this natural

power, which appears to have been
fully developed when he was a young
man.

Patrick Henry was a great actor.

He was much more, but he was that.

When he entered the courthouse,

just before the Revolutionary War,
to plead the cause of the imprisoned

Baptists, he looked like a plain

countryman, and being a stranger,

few persons noticed his coming in.

He rose to speak with the indictment

in his hand, which had just been
read. He assumed the attitude and
expression of a man who was per-

fectly overcome with wonder.
"What did I hear?" he asked.

"Did I hear it distinctly, or was it a

mistake of my own? These men,
whom your worships are about to

try for misdemeanor, are charged
with—with

—

what?'

'

He delivered these words as if his

mind was staggering under the

weight of a monstrous idea. Then
lowering his voice to its deepest bass,
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he answered his own question by
saying with the greatest solemnity,

—

"Preaching the Gospel of the Son
of God!"
The effect, according to the re-

port of a spectator, was awful and
overwhelming. The orator continued

in the same strain and in the same
line of acting, feigning to be entirely

bewildered and unable to compre-
hend what such an indictment could

mean.
He would go on for a few minutes

with great power, alluding to the

early history of America, how brave

men had crossed the tempestuous
sea for freedom to worship according

to their consciences; but every now
and then he would pause, and hold-

ing aloft the indictment, he would
say

—

"But may it please your worships,

permit me to enquire once more, for

what are these men about to be tried?

This paper says, for preaching the

Gospel of the Savior to Adam's
fallen race."

The emotion in the court became
distressing, and the judge abruptly

ended the scene by saying

—

"Sheriff, discharge those men."
I have called this a triumph of the

actor's art, but it was much more
than that. He had on his side the

mighty power of truth and justice.

The art which he used was only his

way of bringing it home to the mind
of his hearers. He had his faults and
foibles as all men have, but his heart

was right, and his judgment was
generally sound.

Among his papers was found, after

his death, a sealed envelope contain-

ing the five resolutions, written by
himself on the blank leaf of an old

law book, which began the revolu-

tionary movement in Virginia.

On the back of the paper it was
found that the great orator had writ-

ten his last message to his country-

men. He said it was not yet certain

whether the liberty won at the cost

of so much blood and anguish would
be a blessing or a curse to the people

of America. The paper concluded
with these words:

"If they are wise, they will be
great and happy. If they are of a

contrary character, they will be mis-

erable. Righteousness alone will ex-

alt them as a nation. Reader, who-
ever thou art, remember this, and in

thy sohere practice virtue thyself,

and encourage it in others." J--P-

A SONG OF ZION.
O Zion! methinks from thy stateliest mount
The zephyrs are wafting sweet tones of a

lyre,

And the lays, softly swelling, distill on the

heart

As aerial strains from a heavenly choir.

Fair Zion! who singeth thy praise.

Ye brave sons of Ephraim, now join in the song,

The mountains of Zion, thy blissful retreat,

The pinions of truth shall unfurl from the

heights

And the king's jeweled sceptre shall lie at

their feet.

Sweet Zion; we'll praise evermore.

Let the ensign be reared on the loftiest peaks,

Till by Ariel's sons it is seen from afar;

That to thee they may flow ere the nations shall

groan

'Neath the keen edge of wrath and the death-

throes of war.

Fair Zion, our surest retreat.

Though the proud hosts of Mammon are rush-

ing to arms,

Yet the brave sons of Zion will stem the fierce

tide,

And from the dread ranks of the marshalling foe

The pure sons of Ephraim they'll bring to thy

side.

Sweet Zion! our fondest delight

But hark! a shrill trump from Elysium sounds;

The foemen of Israel, dismayed, wildly flee

—

O Zion, chaste bride! from the auriole skies,

The Lamb's glorious pageant cometh to thee.

Fair city, celestial and pure !

Angus A". .\icAotson.



AN ART STUDENT IN PARIS.

in.

It is very interesting to study out

the educational influences upon which
are based the character of different

nationalities, for each nation has a

character distinctly its own. And a

student will generally find some habit

or custom which has brought in-

to prominence each characteristic.

France (as we observed in our last

article) manifests superior public

generosity, consequently we may
look for a principle of education

which develops this disposition. Un-
doubtedly the custom, which prevails

in that country, of giving gratuity

money, has much to do with what is

liberal in French national character.

The giving of "pourboire" (drink

money), or, as we call it, "tips," is

practised in nearly every department
of domestic service. Hotel, restaur-

ant and family servants, cab drivers

and numerous other helps, receive

gifts of money, in amounts more or

less optional with the giver, thus*

affording an almost daily opportunity

for the exercise of generous inclina-

tions. These gratuities are hardly

in the character of our American
"tips," for this practice is so old and
common in France, that it has come
to be a point of consideration in

wages, and the difference made up
on commodities in favor ofcustomers.

Waiters in hotels and restaurants

generally pay for their situations by
the month or year, as may be agreed
upon, and depend on the patrons

—

whom they serve—for remuneration.

Of course this is not the case in other

occupations, but in all callings where
' 'pourboire' ' is practised to any ex-

tent, the employee is as much inter-

ested in the success of the business

in which he is engaged as his em-
ployer, for his income depends, in a

degree at least, upon the popularity

of the place.

So much for an explanation of

the nature of this practice in France.
But the main purpose in presenting
this subject is to show that any habit

or manner of conduct that brings

into play or action any particular

portion of human character, develops

the same. Also to inspire a higher

appreciation for the opportunities

which the Gospel offers for the culti-

vation of this same trait of character

which is attributed to France. Let
us consider missionary work—men
sacrificing time, means, the society

of family and friends for the salvation

of their fellowmen; also the law of
tithing, of fast offerings, donations

for the building of temples and
houses of worship, for the caring of
the poor and unfortunate; the weeks,

months, and years that may be spent

in ordinance work for the salvation

of the dead. Who cannot discern

in these grand principles a medium of
education that will develop in men and
women, to the highest degree, a gen-
erous and kind-hearted disposition?

We will next consider what we
observed in regard to manners, not

only in Paris, but in the country vil-

lages. It is not my intention to de-

vote these articles exclusively to art,

for we asked the Lord to give us

power to grasp everything that was
good during our sojourn in that

great metropolitan city. Before we
went to that country I had an idea

that the French were artificial and
over-polite in manners; this is a
mistake so far as artificiality is con-

cerned. It is second nature to the

French people to be polite and re-

spectful to . each other. In my
sketching tours in village and field,

I would often meet little children

who would invariably greet me with

"bonjour, monsieur." Boys would
raise their hats in addition to the^

greeting. This would always inspire

a wish in me that our little children

would do the same; they are just as

good and bright as those in France
are, but the trouble is parents here

do not set the example. We noticed

respectful demeanor in the family

circle; even in the mother's baby
talk there is much respectful address.
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It is not overlooked in commercial
life; gentlemen raise their hats on
entering or leaving any kind of a

mercantile institution. This ex-

ample is worthy of our earnest con-

sideration, because we are far behind

in this respect. No one can sense

the lack of considerate and respect-

ful deportment in America more than

one who has become initiated into

French social customs. I remember
my feelings on first entering an
American store after my return from
France. Forgetful at the moment
of the change in etiquette, I raised

my hat on entering and leaving; at

first' I felt slightly embarrassed for in

the exit I noticed the attitude of the

clerks; not one showed any sign of
recognition, which impressed me
forcibly with the spirit of ' 'we have
got your money and you can go to

hades for all we care,
'

' so rude and
uncultured it seemed to me.

In consideration of the professions

we make, and that the eyes of the
world are so much directed towards
us, we, at least, need to reform in

etiquette, civility and affability, and an
obliging, agreeable address and man-
ner are adornments to social life,

and are winsome in captivating the

good feelings of others. Respect
for others is God-like. No one is

more in need of this virtue than

ministers of the Gospel, whose duty
it is to represent the government of

God amongst the children of men.
If the practice of polite deportment
was a noticeable feature of the Lat-

ter-day Saints, it alone would wield

a great influence towards obtaining

the kind consideration of the people

of the world. And thus a great

deal of ignorance regarding the faith,

purposes and aims of the Latter-day

Saints would be removed.

John Hafen.

FORGET-ME-NOTS.
The Power of Noble Associ-

ates.—There was once a dull, heavy
English lad, who had the misfortune

early to lose his father, whose guid-

ing and restraining hand he seemed
especially to need. His strong point

seemed to be his strong will, which
made him anything but a pleasant

companion. But a wise mother felt

that even this quality might be made
a manly power for good if only pro-

perly restrained and directed. So
she made obedience a law of his

childhood, but taught him to decide
and act for himself in matters where
he could be safely trusted to judge.

At fifteen he was a lumbering,
awkward, growing lad, more fond of

rough field sports than of books.
But now a most happy change came
over him. Providence threw him
into the society of the Turney fami-

ly, a most accomplished and intel-

lectual circle, but one with very wide
views of philanthropy. They saw the

grand "raw material" in the lad's

composition, and encouraged and
stimulated him to make the most of
his abilities. Through their aid he
entered the University of Dublin and
won high honors, his great ambi-
tion being to carry home his laurels

to his noble friends. He married a

daughter of the house, and becam'e

at the age of thirty-two a member of

Parliament. Sir Fowell Buxton's
name will long be remembered by
those who fought the battle of Eman-
cipation in the British colonies.

"Elephant Buxton," as he used to

be called, threw the whole force of

his strong character into the battle,

and never flagged or faltered until

there was not a slave on British soil.

His success in life turned on his

forming in early years the right

stamp of associates. They were
those who would lift him up and stim-

ulate him to the highest exertion of

which his nature was capable. Any
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young man who would rise in the

world, must follow his example in

this regard, and shun every down-
ward tendency.

Misspent Evenings.—The boy
who spends an hour of each evening

lounging idly on street corners,

wastes in the course of a year three

hundred and sixty-five precious hours,

which, if applied to study, would
familiarize him with the rudiments of

almost any of the familiar sciences.

If in addition to wasting an hour each

evening, he spends ten cents for a

cigar, which is usually the case, the

amount thus wasted would pay for

ten of the leading periodicals of the

country.

Boys, think of these things. Think
how much time and money you are

wasting, and for vvhat ? The gratifi-

cation afforded by the lounge on the

corner or by the cigar, is not only

temporary but positively hurtful.

You cannot indulge in the practices

without seriously injuring yourselves.

You acquire idle and wasteful habits

which will cling to you through each

succeeding year. You may in after

life shake them off but the probabil-

ties are that the habits thus formed
n early life will remain with you till

your dying day.

Be warned then in time, and
resolve that as the hour spent in

idleness is gone' forever, you will

improve each passing one and there-

by fit yourselves for usefulness and
happiness.

Debt.—Did you ever think for a

moment of the suffering and trouble

which arises from debt? How many
victims debt has sent to the rum
shop, there to drown all thoughts of

this trouble; how many men make
the first step in crime to relieve them-
selves temporarily of financial em-
barassments; how many torturing,

terrible years of worry and anxiety;

how many sleepless nights are given
to debt, no history, no pen can ever

tell! With the proud and sensitive

man who labors to recover losses,

hoping by unusual exertions to re-

gain the lost ground, the trouble is

like a slow-eating cancer that leaves

him no peace of mind day or night,

the final end of bankruptcy and ruin,

a fear that goads him almost to des-

peration. Honest in a determination

to meet every debt, interest and
principal, how often men, failing after

years of useless struggle to meet com-
pounding interest, cut short a useful

life in a suicide's grave. The depre-
ciation of property, the failure of

crops, the stagnation of trade and
manufactures, leaves today thousands
of men looking eagerly into the

future with the hope that the morrow
may bring relief, each day adding
gray hairs and hours of unknown
torture. Is the picture overdrawn?
Look around you and ask the man
who has passed through financial

trouble to tell you his history.

Speculation has swept over the whole
land, overturning calm and consider-

ate judgment, inviting the young and
old to join in the chase after fortunes.

Sudden fortunes in gold, lead, coal,

oil, lands or stocks have demoralized
whole communities. Banking upon
prospective gains, men have rushed

ahead gambling in land and lots,

with money thus easily earned.

Throughout the great West since

the war, has this hurricane passed

over nearly every State, and with all

the old landmarks, all old-fashioned

ideas of values, salaries and econ-

omies, swept away in this pestilence

of speculation, is it any wonder, as

the storm lulls and the tide ebbs,

that we find vast numbers of wrecks.

The man who has passed through
the last fifteen years, if in active

business, and witnessed the unpar-

alleled fluctuations in values, may
say to his son who is about to enter

into active life: "There is in all this

but one lesson, and that is as old as

the hills. Select for yourself an
honest and legitimate calling, within

the range of your capacity, resist the

temptation to speculate, and above
and beyond all, keep out of debt."
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Damaged Men.—You can see

any clay in the streets of any city,

men who look damaged. Men, too,

of good original material, who started

out in life with generous aspirations;

once it was said that they were bright,

promising lads; once they looked
happily into the faces of mothers,

whose daily breath was a prayer for

their purity and peace. Ah! what if

some of them have vowed their souls

away to confiding wives who silently

wonder what can be the meaning of

this change—the cold, slow-creeping

shadows— -that is coming over the

house and heart.

Going to the bad; the spell of evil

companionship; the willingness to

hold and use money not honestly

gained; the stealthy, seductive,

plausible advance of the appetite for

strong drink; the treacherous fasci-

nation of the gaming table; the

gradual loss of interest in business,

and in doings which build a man up;

the rapid weakening of all noble

purposes; the decay of manliness;

the recklessness and blasphemy
against fate; the sullen despair of

ever breaking the chains of evil

habits. What victories of shame
and contempt, what harvest of

hell, have grown from such seed as

this!

Man Should Rule 'Circum-
stances.—Man's highest merit is,

as much as possible to rule external

•circumstances, and as little as possi-

ble to let himself be ruled by them.

Life lies before us as a huge quarry

lies before the architect; he deserves

not the name of an architect except

when, out of this fortuitous mass, he
can combine with the greatest econ-

omy and fitness and durability, some
form the pattern of which originated

in his spirit. All things without us,

nay we may add, all things in us, are

mere elements; but deep within us

lies the creative force, which out of

these can produce what they were
meant to be, and which leaves us

neither sleep nor rest, till in one way

or another, without us or in us, that

same have been produced.

Look on the Bright Side.—
Much more depends on looking on
the bright side of everything than is

generally supposed. When you look

down the vista of coming years and
see nothing but poverty and want,

sorrow and suffering ahead of you,

mental and physical depression is the

result. You feel yourself incapable

of encountering the vast mountain of

difficulties that threaten to coniront

you, and you begin to look about for

means wherewith to avoid meeting
them. The longer reflected upon,
the bigger they seem to grow.

Whereas if you assume a brave heart,

and move on steadily step by step,

the ascent is so gradual that when
you have reached the top you are

surprised on looking back to find

that what you at first mistook for a

mountain now seems only a small

hill.

Make the best of everything.

Great battles cannot be won by one
fell stroke. Cheerful animal spirits

are just as necessary to your success

in the warfare of life as sunshine to

the vegetable kingdom. Withdraw
this blessed life-given elements from
vegetation and it will grow pale and
die. Look beyond the cold, wet
day to the bright, glorious sunset

beyond. Watch the great masses
of cumulo-stratus clouds passing be-

tween the sun and earth, and you
will observe that those which present

the darkest surface to the earth are

the brightest on the opposite sides.

It is frequently so in life. And only

those who reach the goal who have
the courage to overcome present

difficulties in anticipation of the suc-

cess in store for them.

There is a class of people who al-

ways make you feel worse for having
been in their company. Everything
partakes of the gloom of their own
peevish natures. Trifles are magni-
fied, and they see in all their sur-

roundings ills that never existed ex-
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cept in their own minds. Instead of

driving away dull care they are ever

on the lookout for something of

which to complain.

Solid Learning. — Superficial

knowledge may show often to advan-

tage, but it is only solid learning

that avails to do the hard work of

life. It is best to master studies

thoroughly, or one will suffer morti-

fication from an exposure of ignor-

ance. Charles Greville mingled in

the best English society, and was a

welcome guest among nobles, and
artists, and scholars. But in his

"Memoirs," he confesses the embar-
rassment he sometimes felt among
men of true learning. He writes,

on one occasion:

"There was nothing discussed of

which I was altogether ignorant, but

I felt as if a language was spoken
before me which I understood, but

not enough to talk it myself. I have
not the familiarity with the poets or

the historians which enables me to

discuss their merits, and a painful

sense came over me of the differ-

ence between one who has super-

ficially read, and one who has stud-

ied; one who has laid a solid foun-

dation in early youth, and one who
(as I have done) has huddled to-

gether a quantity of loose reading,

as variety, curiosity, and not seldom
shame, impelled. One must pay for

the follies of one's youth. Reflec-

tions of this sort make me very un-

comfortable, and I am ready to cry

with vexation when I think of my
misspent life."

Men as Lovers.—In the first

place, it is an imposition on any well-

bred girl to keep her up later than

10:30 o'clock, when you have the

opportunity of seeing her often. If

you always leave her with the wish
in her heart that you had stayed

longer, you gain so much. Never
run the risk of wearying her with

your presence. Be just as earnest

and straightforward as in your hon-

orable dealings with men. Impress
your friends with the worthiness and
seriousness of your love, so that

vulgar and senseless bantering will

appear to them as such. Love is

religion—the supremest happiness,

wear it manfully and proudly, but
holily. Woo a woman bravely. If

there is anything humiliating to a

woman, it is to have a lover, whom
she wishes to honor, weak and vapid,

ever yielding and half afraid of her.

She longs to tell him to ' 'act like a

man!" The man who conceals or

denies his love for being laughed at

is a coward. A love that has no
element of divinity in it is not love,

but passion, which has nothing en-

nobling. That was a beautiful in-

scription on an engagement ring,

"Each for the other, and both for

God."

Recreation. — Recreation of

some sort is absolutely necessary to

relieve our minds and bodies from
too constant attention and labor.

Indeed the use of wisdom consists in

tempering our recreations. There are

some so rigid, or so timorous, that

they avoid all diversions, and dare

not but abandon lawful delights, for

fear of offending. These are hard
tutors, if not tyrants to themselves;

whilst they pretend to a mortified

strictness, they are injurious to their

own liberty, and to the liberality of

their Maker.
Let your recreation be manly,

moderate, seasonable and lawful. If

your life be sedentary, let it be more
tending to the exercise of your body;
if active, more to the refreshing oi

your mind. The use of recreation is

to strengthen your labor, and sweet-

en your rest.

Study for Leisure Hours.—
Many a young working man might
greatly improve his mind and ad-

vance himself in his profession if he
would but spend a few of his leisure

hours in profitable reading.. Many
make a beginning, but soon grow
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disheartened and quit. The main
cause often is a want of thorough-

ness. It is a good direction of one
of the most practical writers for

workingmen, "Never to leave what
you undertake to learn, until you
can reach your arms around it, and
clench your hands on the other

side."

It is not the amount of reading

you run over that will ever make
you learned. It is the amount you
retain. Dr. Abernethy said there

was "a point of saturation in his

mind beyond which it was not cap-

able of taking in anything more."
We have all doubtless felt this in at-

tempting to study up any subject.

The law seemed fixed beyond our

control. After a certain point weari-

ness of mind would set in, however
we might strive to spur the jaded

steed. Then is the time to stop and
go about something else. Change
of employment is often pleasant

recreation.

Every young person should strive

to perfect himself in his calling, if it

is only the blacking of boots. It is

just this application to study that

makes the difference between the

master-workman and the man who is

all his life only a day laborer.

It was by long and patient study

in his leisure hours that a common
ship-carpenter in Philadelphia was
enabled to invent a machine to saw
ship-timbers in a beveled form, a

very great improvement which yield-

ed him a large fortune, and placed

him high in the ranks of inventors.

A companion spent his leisure hours

during the same six months in teach-

ing a dog to walk on his hind legs.

Both succeeded, but the fame of the

dog-trainer was confined to the ad-

miring circle of bar-room audiences.

The Execution of Sir Walter
Raleigh. — The morning being

cold, the sheriff wished him to warm
himself at the fire. "No, good Mr.

Sheriff," he said, "let us dispatch,

for within this quarter of an hour my

ague will come upon me, and if I be
not dead before that, mine enemies
will say I quake for fear." After

having prayed, he rose up, saying:

"Now I am going to God!" He
felt the edge of the axe, observing
to the sheriff, " 'Tis a sharp medi-
cine, but a sound cure for all dis-

eases." He then laid his head upon
the block, and was told to place

himself so that his face should look
to the east; he answered, "It mattereth

little how the head lay, provided the

heart is right." The executioner
hesitated to strike, when Raleigh
cried out, "What dost thou fear?

Strike man!" His head was sev-

ered in two blows. Born 1552, died

1618.

"Even such is time, that takes on trust

Our youth, our joys, our all we have,

And pays us out with age and dust;

Who in the dark and silent grave,

When we have wandered all our ways,

Shuts up the story of our days.

Sir W. Raleigh.

For Boys.—It is not necessary

that a boy who learns a trade be
compelled to follow it all his life.

Governor Palmer, of Illinois, was a

country blacksmith once, and began
his political career as a constable in

Macoupin county. A circuit judge
in the central part of Illinois was a

tailor. Thomas Hayne, a rich and
eminent man of Illinois, was once a

bookbinder. Erastus Corning, of

New York, too lame to do hard la-

bor, commenced as a shop boy in

Albany. When he applied for em-
ployment first he was asked, "Why,
my little boy, what can you do?"
"Can do as I am bid," was the an-

swer that secured him a place. Large
numbers of men of prominence now
living have risen from humble life by
dint of industry, without which tal-

ent is as useless as a gold nugget on
a barren island. Work alone makes
men bright, and it does not alone

depend on the kind of work you
have to do whether you rise or not.

It depends on how you do it.



LA GIRONDE.
A STORY OF THE FRENCH REVOLUTION.

CHAPTER XIV.

Friendships begin with liking or gratitude-

roots that can be pulled up. George Eliot.

On the evening of September 20,

1792, two persons stood at the door

of a humble cottage in the suburbs

of Paris. One was a young man with

lithe form, nervous movement, and

quick, bright gray eyes. His dress

indicated that he belonged to the

class of poor and struggling lawyers,

who attempted to hide their poverty

under a pretense at gaudy apparel.

He was handsome, and showed
unmistakable signs of apt intelligence.

His companion was a girl of

medium height and slender form.

Her hair was a light brown, naturally

wavy,—that peculiar kind of hair

which never appears neglected,

though the art of dressing it is far

from studied. Her eyes were blue,

and her gaze was steady and self-

reliant. Her face was striking in its

beauty, and the air of intelligence

pervading it made it seem almost

transparent to the purity of her soul.

She was neatly dressed, but her

apparel was plain and of indifferent

quality.

"La Verne," the young man was

saying, "I have news which I hope

will not be displeasing to you. My
life's ambition is beginning to be re-

alized. I shall soon be something

more than a struggling lawyer, with

prospects of starvation constantly

before me. My reputation shall

spread through France. My states-

manship shall be recognized every-

where. I have been elected to the

National Convention."

"Indeed!" she exclaimed, "it is

a'great honor.
'

'

"Especially now, in the country's

great need. We have come to a

period in our history where delay

and hesitation would be fatal, if not

to the cause, at least to him who is

guilty of it. From this time until

royalty and nobility perish, we must
lu b

be firm in destroying all who would

keep them alive. It is the day of

the people, and they will rule.
'

'

"Eugene- -Monsieur Pareau, may
there not be some honest ones oppos-

ing these extreme measures? Shall

they suffer with the rest?"

"They are no less dangerous than

the men corrupted with the gold of

the nobles."

"Your dearest friends may be

among them," persisted La Verne.
' 'You surely will not sacrifice them?'

'

' 'Yes, " he said in a vindictive tone.

She seemed displeased and he has-

tened to change the subject.

"La Verne, you have not yet told

me if I may hope. You know how
I esteem you. Your father respects

me. Referring to the service I have
done him, he has often expressed a

hope that I may win you. Can you
not say more than you have yet said

to me?"
"I can say no more. I respect you.

The service you have done my father

carries due weight, and I have con-

sidered it my duty to consider his

wishes. Therefore I have tried to

learn a deeper feeling for you than

respect, but even filial duty cannot
beget love. That must spring from
a deeper source even than sense of

worthiness. To that depth in my
soul your personality has not

reached."
"Will it not do so?"

"I hope it will," she answered in

her frank, straightforward way. "I
admire your talent, unappreciated
though it is. It is said to be only a

step from respect and admiration to

love. Could that step be voluntarily

taken I should be glad. I regret

that it cannot be. My wish is that I

may chance to take it.
'

'

"You give me hope and the first

glimmering of happiness. Accept
this as a seal of my eternal devotion."
Pressing her hand to his lips, he
departed.

"He is so kind and noble," she
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mused as he walked rapidly toward

his house. "I feel guilty that my
selfishness keeps me from bestowing

the affection due him for my father's

sake. Hut perhaps, when his true-

worth becomes more apparent to me,
I shall be able to appreciate his no-

bility and do my duty."
She stood at the gate, watching

the gray sky turn to a leaden hue.

Glancing down the street, she saw a

figure advancing toward her. The
face of Marie Latour was unknown
to La Verne Bremer, and it would
have been almost unrecognizable

even to one familiar with her two
years before. She was haggard,

pale, and thin. Her large, lustrous

eyes gave token of great mental suf-

fering, but they possessed a refined,

chastened, spiritual beauty which

bore evidence that the admonition of

Vivian Duruy had been well ob-

served.

As she approached the beautiful,

innocent girl standing at the door,

she stopped and looked upon her

with deepest admiration. "Ah, you
are beautiful, Mademoiselle. Keep
yourself pure. Yield your devotion

only for love or duty. I might have
been as lovely as you but for one

misstep. Only one Mademoiselle!"

she hastily exclaimed as La Verne
drew back, ' 'and that has been atoned

for many times in the chastening suf-

ferings through which I have passed.

God bless you. Farewell." She
embraced La Verne with intense

eagerness and imprinted a kiss on

her cheek. The next moment she

was gone. Wonderingly La Verne
watched her as she disappeared, and
the precious pearls of sorrow and
sympathy stood in her eyes.

"La Verne!" her father called.

"Yes, dear." She ran into the

house and seated herself at her

father's feet. He placed his hand
upon her head and asked about the

visit of Eugene Pareau. "He left

me a few minutes ago,
'

' she answered.

"How? In hope, or
"

"Yes, father, in hope. I have

determined to do my duty. It is

your wish that I should wed with

him. That wish shall be gratified."

He kissed her brow.

"It is the only way to pay my debt

to him," he said.

"Your debt?" she asked in

surprise.

"Yes, La Verne. Now that you
have made your resolve, I will tell

you what I have kept from you be-

fore for fear of influencing you
unduly. In the course of my deal-

ings in business affairs, complication
after complication arose, and the

removal of one merely gave place to

another. At length things came to

such a pass that one loan had to be
negotiated to pay the interest on
another, and I was fast sinking into

bankruptcy. In my despair I sought
the advice of Eugene Pareau. I

explained my circumstances to him
and asked what should be done.
Foreseeing the political circumstances
then so rapidly coming upon us, he
advised me to take a bold step. He
knew that the people had determined
upon gaining their rights and over-

throwing the nobility, and therefore

he rightly concluded that my only

safe plan was to place all my securities

in the hands of the nobles, with the

hope that as their power departed
and their property was destroyed,

these securities might meet the same
fate. The plan worked admirably.

I borrowed to the fullest extent of my
credit and secured the loans by
paper bonds. Long before these

bonds fell due, the attack upon the

houses of the nobility occurred. That
of my creditor was one of the first to

be destroyed. With it the bonds
disappeared and my property was
left free. Had it not been for Pareau'

s

timely advice, we should now have
been beggars."

"But was this not dishonest?"

"My child, honesty is a relative

thing. My property would have
been seized by this man without any
cause, if a favorable opportunity had
offered. You know how we were
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oppressed and unjustly taxed by the

nobility. My impending bankruptcy
was due to this cause. I have but

saved my own from the hands of the

robber. Besides, he has fled from

France and will never return again,"

he continued after a pause; "I had
given him a bond calling for my own
person to be delivered up to his

pleasure in case payments were not

made. Since he would not have
hesitated to take me and imprison

me for the rest of my life, why should

I scruple at the destruction of his

bonds?"
To a loving child like La Verne,

the preservation of her father from

personal danger will outweigh any
number of conscientious scruples.

She threw her arms about his neck,

and again promised to yield herself

to Eugene Pareau as a reward for the

kindness done her father.

CHAPTER XV.

Conspiracies no sooner should be formed

Than executed. Addison.

The next day Vivian took his

seat in the convention. It took him
but a short time after the commence-
ment of the work, to learn the com-
plexion of that body. It was made
up of two parties, one, the Moun-
tainists, determined in its course of

destruction not only of royalty but

of true republicanism; the other, the

Girondists, bent upon establishing

the republic by more moderate and
humane methods. Unfortunately,

the first party was in a decided

majority.

The first act of the convention

was, without discussion, to abolish

the monarchy and establish the

republic. All old forms were swept
away. Like the tidal wave, rushing

over the land and carrying all the

works of men before it, the wave of

these men's hate bore to destruction

all the forms of government, religion,

society, which men had instituted and
accustomed themselves to observe.

Henceforth there must be no king on
earth and no God in heaven. All

men should be upon the same level.

The deposed king was a citizen, so

was the meanest beggar. There
should be no Sabbath. There must
be no worship but of the Goddess of

Reason. Even the old calendar was
to be abolished and its place supplied

by a new one counting September
21, 1792, as the first day of the first

month of the first year of a new era,

the era of the worship of liberty and
reason. The cross should be de-

posed as an object of adoration and
replaced by the Holy Guillotine, as

a sign of the new religion, the relig-

ion of destruction and godlessness.

Over the entrance to every cemetery
should be placed the words, ''Death
is an eternal sleep."

Vivian looked aghast as he saw
these changes effected with lightning

rapidity. With the other Girondists

he raised his voice in vehement
opposition, but it was vain as vehe-

ment. Anarchy had placed its red

cap upon the blood-stained head of

France. The day of wisdom and
moderation had passed.

Not content with the sweeping
changes briefly outlined above, the

extremists determined upon the des-

truction of the royal family. The
king was brought from his place of

imprisonment and placed on trial be-

fore his enemies on the charge of

treason against the government of
France. Again the Girondists op-
posed the wishes of the terrorists,

but—the mole may retard but never
stop the unfettered ocean. The
king was convicted and the knile of

the guillotine claimed the royal

blood.

And now the month of February,.

1793, had come. On the third day
of that month Vivian was walking in

dejected mood through the streets of
Paris. He was revolving in his

mind the wonderful changes of the

eight months just past, and his eyes

were dim with tears as he reflected

upon the humiliation of his beloved
France before the nations. As he
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raised his head and glanced within

the gate he was passing, he caught

sight of a girl's graceful figure,

limned in beauty against the back-

grounds of early foliage. Instinct-

ively he paused in his walk and gazed
upon her. A spray of mignonette

she was carelessly twirling in her

fingers, was caught by a gust of wind

and carried to his feet. He picked

it up and pressed it to his lips. A
step sounded on the path. Vivian

saw a man open the gate and walk
toward the girl. It was one of the

Mountainists in the Convention,

—

Eugene Pareau.

"Ah, my La Verne," he said as

he greeted the girl and took her hand
in his; "I have come to you for a few

moments only. I must soon assemble

with my friends in secret session.

Business of importance is to be trans-

acted. The weightiest interests of

the state will be considered. Even
Cupid must sometimes give place to

prosy Minerva. Farewell." He
raised the passive hand to his lips

and was gone. Unobserved by
either, Vivian also departed.

The girl had impressed him strong-

ly. It was not merely her beauty,

though that had interested him
much. There was something of

passiveness and indifference in her

action toward her lover, and Vivian

had taken cognizance of this, not,

my dear reader, without a feeling of

exultation. With an instinct com-
mon to young men in their views of

interesting womankind, he had de-

vined her feelings, and knew that her

heart was not where she had so

languidly yielded her hand. He
found himself pitying her. He took

a mental note of the street and the

house, and hurried his walk, aimless

though it was.

For an hour he walked through

the streets, revolving these thoughts

in his mind, when he was startled at

meeting Marie Latour.

"Monsieur Duruy," she said in a

low, respectful tone, "I have some-
thing to tell you."

"Say on," he answered shortly.

"The Mountainists are holding a

secret meeting tonight."

"How do you know this?"

Her eyes opened wide in astonish-

ment. "Have you known me three

years, and yet ask how I know
matters so simple?'

'

"Well?"
"It has been in session half an

hour.
'

'

"What is their business?"

"It concerns you and your party.

It also concerns one you do not

know. They would make him a

victim as well as you."
"A victim!"

She smiled in pity at his blindness.

"Why, great and mighty one," she

said in a tone almost of derision, "do
you think that the members of the

National Convention are safer than

the king was? Fie upon you! Have
you not read between the lines writ-

ten and the words uttered by the

Mountainists, that the blood of royal-

ty must be accompanied by that of

its sympathizers? Have not the

Girondists gained the reputation of

being friends to royalty? I would
save you from your own blindness

and their thirst for blood. Be wise

and follow me."
Trying to dismiss from his mind

the knowledge of her influence over
him, he followed her mechanically.

She stopped before the door of a shab-

by building in a crowded, filthy street,

and pointed to a lighted room ; the

evening was upon them. "They
are here," she said simply. "Would
you know their councils!"

To one in danger the sense of

honor is sometimes dim, often entirelv

absent. The latter was the case with

Vivian. He hesitated not a moment,
but followed the girl into an adjacent

room, where the voices of the con-

spirators could be distinctly heard.

Marie left him with the words, "I

will see you at your lodging tomor-
row."
Whatever conversation may have

been held regarding him and his
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associates, it was too late for Vivian

to hear it. A discussion of a most
animated nature was in progress, but
for a time he understood not its im-

port. At length he heard the voice
of Pareau in earnest persuasion.
' 'All our interests demand his destruc-

tion and the seizure of his property.
'

'

As murmurs of expostulation arose,

he hurriedly continued: "His former
friendship counts for nothing. I

have been able to hold him to our
party only at the risk of sacrificing

the hold I have upon him. I have
made him believe that these securities

have been destroyed. He does not
know that they are safe and in my
hands ready for my action against
him. All his property, even his life

itself, is forfeit to my claim. Why
should we hesitate ?'

'

"But his property is not consider-
able enough to warrant your action,"
said one.

"You are mistaken," was the
reply of Pareau. "He is a miser.

Hidden within the vaults of his house
are riches almost beyond computa-
tion, to which he clings with the
tenacity of miserly dotage. He and
I alone know this, but he does not
suspect my knowledge."

"But his daughter La Verne?"
suggested one.

"She need not know of our act-

tion. She is my promised wife. My
marriage with her, early to-morrow
morning, will enable me to remove
her to a place of safety. The secret

can be easily kept from her.
'

'

"When shall it be done?" was the
assenting question.

' 'To-morrow afternoon.
'

'

The meeting broke up. Vivian
waited until all had departed, and
then passed quietly into the street.

Laertes.

PREACHING AND PREACHING.
x.

THE SERMON—UNITY.

A subject should have unity. This
hits squarely the great fault of most
of our preaching. Our sermons are

generally a medley of many subjects

without prominence being given to

any one. Unity requires that one
thought shall be prominent through-

out an entire sermon. It must never
be lost sight of, even for an instant.

A thousand subjects may be grouped
about this central thought, if they

throw light upon it, but only on this

condition. If the subject be faith,

then all the principles of the Gospel
may be treated, but only as subor-

dinate for the time being to this sub-

ject. For instance, faith, if this be
the subject chosen, may be treated

in its relation to repentance, in its

relation to baptism, to confirmation,

to tithing, to prayer, to keeping holy
the Sabbath day, etc. , but the speak-
er must never lose sight of the fact

that it is faith, not repentance, bap-
tism, etc., that is being discussed.
If baptism be chosen, then it for the
time being is supreme, and all other
subjects to which it bears relation

are subordinate. To follow any other
rule is to draw without perspective,

and paint without regard to values.

Unity in the sermon is of such
vital importance that I am tempted,
even at the risk of seeming prolix,

to devote the whole of this article to

its consideration.

Examine for instance any of the
pictures that hang upon your walls.

Instantly you should be able to

divine the purpose of the artist. If

your judgment lingers between this

possible purpose and that, then either

the picture lacks unity or you lack

the power of interpretation.

Compare three pictures of the

same natural objects. Let the first

be entitled the Delaware. Here the

purpose plainly is to show the river
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in its majesty and beauty. The season

of the year, the cast of the landscape,

and the form of animal life, will all

be made to contribute to this thought.

Let the next subject be Crossing

the Delaware. Here it will not be
enough to paint upon the other pic-

ture a raft or boat loaded with pas-

sengers. The want of unity would
be detected immediately. Crossing

is here the principal thought, and the

river itself is made subordinate: made
to foam and roar round the up-rooted

and plunging giants of the forests, if

the crossing is to seem dangerous
and heroic, or made to shimmer and
dimple under the moonlight if it is to

seem romantic.

Let the subject be: Washington
Crossing the Delaware. Neither of

the other pictures will answer as a

back-ground for this thought. Here
everything must be grouped so as to

throw light upon Washington. First

comes the thought that he is com-
mander-in-chief. His form must
loom above all others. There must
be an army, visible, however, chiefly

by suggestions, else it would detract

from the central figure. It is a

strategic movement, hence there

must be darkness—visible darkness

—with the moon for a moment pass-

ing a rift in the clouds. Washington
is an intrepid commander; hence
there will be signs of a heavy snow-
storm, with ice-floes and other dan-

gers encompassing his passage.

So we might go on naming the

characteristics of the picture. No
detail is out of place provided it con-

tributes directly or indirectly to the

story. Indeed, the more detail the

better, if it be of the right kind. But
a single touch of the brush convey-
ing thought not in harmony with the

general purpose mars the unity, and
cannot be justified, no matter how
beautiful the thought may be by
itself.

While there can be but one ad-

justment of details whereby perfect

unity is secured, there may be a

thousand separate adjustments where-

by it may be destroyed. Imagine
in this picture a choice bit <>f natural

scenery worked into an unused cor-

ner, or the waste space of the river

utilized by a quaint design in archi-

tecture!

But it is not alone by extraneous
thought that unity is lost; the same
thing occurs if any detail is too pro-

nounced. If in the picture we have
been considering, Washington's staff

officers, instead of being mere figures,

were drawn in as bold attitudes, as he,

and their features painted as accur-

ately; if other details were so strik-

ing that Washington would be lost

sight of, and the observer should
find himself remarking, "What a

splendid river scene!" or "I had no
idea such fine boats were possible in

the days of the Revolution"—depend
upon it unity has been sacrificed. It

is no work of art. The artist has

lost sight of his subject. He is not

an artist—only a sign painter. He
lacks the essential of a true artist

—

power of harmonious composition.

He targets his purpose in the interest

of the execution. He has not the

moral courage to paint poorly some
parts when it is so easy to paint them
well—to slight details that the main
figure may stand out in bold relief.

The artist, in any line of work,

never loses sight of his purpose, al-

ways keeps in mind the whole while

he is adjusting each part, and reso-

lutely sets his face against the beauti-

ful temptations by the wayside. The
man of mediocre talent gets lost in the

labyrinths of his own creations. He
may even excel the master in power
of execution, but he knows only in-

differently where to emphasize and
where to slur. In the first instance

the man manages the work, in the

second, the work manages the man.

Will it be profitable to consider

other illustrations ol unity? Let the

subject be music. Who doubts that in

Sousa's band a score of musicians

might be found quite as proficient as

Sousa himself in the interpretation of

music, and perhaps more proficient
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than the peerless leader in its execu-

tion? Wherein, then, lies his pre-

eminence as a leader? It is his mar-

velous sense of unity, his ability to

energize or subdue, in short, his

ability to manage a hundred instru-

ments of varying sound, volume, and
intensity, so that the thought of the

composer is expressed in its nicest

shades.

Compare with this performance the

maddening brass of a country band
by which I have lately been tortured.

There were a dozen of these merci-

less instruments agitating the air.

Each man played as loud as his

neighbor— if his wind held out. It

was absolutely a question of lung
power. None but a physician could

diagnose this music. Oh, it was
grand and tall—especially tall! No
need to say that the striking feature

was want of unity.

Probably in no department are the

demands of unity so generally com-
plied with and want of unity so

quickly detected as in dress and per-

sonal adornment. Let the young
man who is accustomed to wait two
agonizing hours in the parlor while

his girl in her boudoir is ' 'fixing up,
'

'

try bravely to possess his soul in pa-

tience. He is being sacrificed in a

noble cause, the education of his

sweetheart in the sense of unity.

Could he have but one glimpse with-

in that mystical laboratory of the

beautiful and watch the effect now of

this ribbon, then of that lace, as the

lovely whole was being harmonized
by endless experiment, he would
conclude with me that true art, not
whimsical fancy, was depriving him
for the time of her smiles. Happy
for him if she has selected the true

basis for this unity—her own person-
ality. Too often all things, includ-

ing the wearer herself, are made to

bend to some flashy ornament or

costly garment. Steer clear of such
a one. She will always seek happi-

ness outside herself. Not so of the

girl who honestly ' 'builds her beauty'

'

upon herself—that is, upon her own

complexion, face, figure, disposition,

and—purse. It is of her that we
say: "Everything becomes her, even
calico." Depend upon it, she will

in the same way, make herself the

basis of that greatest of all unities

—

the unity of the home.
This question of unity enters into

all that we think or say or do. In

architecture we are just beginning to

realize the meaning of it and to feel

pained at the want of it. It is to be
hoped that the sense will be fully

awakened also in the management of

our concerns, our business and other

occupations—for without that unity

of conception which makes all details

bend to one grand purpose, there is

no real success in anything. Unity
is, in fact, the criterion whence we
judge the degree in culture we have
attained in any line of thought or

work. What, indeed, is heaven but

a condition in which all thbigs are

properly co-ordinated and subordin-

ated according to divine law?

Let me come back again to preach-

ing. I have been copious in my
illustrations because I desire young
Elders to understand fully the force

of unity as applied to composition of

any kind, be it painting, or music,

or dress, or architecture, or busi-

ness ventures, or preaching. It

is the same thing in all: one thing is

made the thing, and all its relations

are subordinated to it. Success de-

pends upon two things: (i) the

choice of the thing to be made
prominent, (2) the making it promi-

nent, that is, the adjustment of all

its relations so as to throw the great-

est possible light upon it.

With the more comprehensive
view which I trust the reader now
has on this point, let us consider

specifically the sermon as regards

unity. First, then, no sermon can

have unity unless it have a purpose.

It may have a purpose and still lack

unity, for it is not the having, but the

constantly keeping in view, the pur-

pose, that insures unity. But lack-

ing a purpose, it may have all the
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other merits, and it will still be at

best a medley.
Nor is it enough that the purpose

be a general one as, to do good, to

enlighten the congregation on the

principles of the Gospel, to get the

Saints to renew their diligence, etc.

These are not purposes within the

meaning of the term as I use it.

To do what good? To get parents
to at/out diligently to family prayer.

Very well, that is a specific purpose.

To enlighten on which principle? In

what respect? On tithing, and hi

respect to the spirit in which it is to

be paid. To renew their diligence

—

how? In what respect? In observ-

ing fast day, by abstaining so and so,

and being actuated by such and such

a spirit. Pinning oneself down to a

specific purpose prevents wandering,
arouses thought, economizes time,

and what is best of all, does some-
thing.

Let me ask the young Elder who
has just finished the rambling dis-

courses which touched everything in

general and nothing in particular:

How would you regard yourself if

on the road to the field Monday
morning, you should discover you
really had no definite purpose for

going, and then should awaken to

the fact that you had no tools with

you, and had forgotten to change
your Sunday clothes? You cannot
conceive of such a lapse of attention.

Still, if it did happen, you would be
alone w.ith your chagrin, and could
sneak back and prepare yourself for

the day's work without letting your
neighbors know. But here you have
been a whole hour exhibiting just

such a condition of mind. And you
are not alone this time: hundreds of

eyes are upon you, pitying your
vacuity. And yet, there you sit, ap-

parently pleased that you have "held
them an hour!" Vanity, thy name
is preacher!

Outside of preaching, I call to

mind but one business where a per-

son may set out to do a thing without

a definite purpose in view. That is

the occupation of the tramp. Ask
the footpad what purpose he has for

the day, and he can consistently

answer only that he will roust-about.

That may mean going east, west,

south or north; it may be begging,

skulking, barn-burning, chicken

stealing, or any other of the possi-

bilities open to this product of the

nineteenth century.

No word could be more conven-
iently general in meaning to suit an

empty head, vagrant feet, and sticky

fingers. For vagueness of purpose,

it is matched only by the opposite

general purpose to do "good,"
which is the end in view of the

preacher whose chief qualification is

the courage to arise and "let it talk."

Instead of weary legs, the rambling
instrument here is the tongue. And
it is questionable whether the ' 'good'

'

accomplished by the latter is as defin-

ite and lasting as is the "bad" ac-

complished by the former.

My dear young fellow-preacher,

for whose inexperienced minds I am
especially writing : why, you are

ready to ask, do I seek to draw my
comparisons so scathing? Because I

desire to make this reckless talking

in the air seem odious; because I am
fearful that we shall form the fatal

habit of mistaking sound for sense,

and thus become too easily satisfied

with ourselves; because I desire that

we form a high conception of what it

means to preach, and then strive to

realize that conception in our own
preaching. One's usefulness as a

preacher will be in the ratio of his

ability to preach; hence preaching,

both as to forms of expression and
power of thought must be an ever

new, an ever fresh study throughout
life.

Let us suppose that the first

requisite of unity in the sermon, viz.,

the fixing of a definite purpose in

the mind, has been complied with.

The question next comes, how shall

the Elder avoid losing sight of this

purpose? For losing sight of the

purpose is little better than having
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no purpose. It is this point we must
discuss now.
We will consider first the case

commonest of all, the man who has

nothing to say. Suppose he has

read the passage; "By this shall ye
know that ye have passed from death

unto life, if ye love the brethren;"

his subject might be stated as: The
Saints should love one another;

and the specific purpose he has in

view is to create greater concord and
union in this very ward. So far he
has done well. This purpose will be
of great aid to him by directing his

mind into specific channels.

But now comes the difficulty.

What shall he say? He begins

probably by saying: "We ought to

be more united in this ward. It is

our duty to be more united. To
love one another is right in the sight

of the Lord, and to hate one another
is wrong. It behooves therefore"-—
etc. Now this is the end of the

whole matter. He can say no more.
Twice already he has repeated ideas,

and the probability is he will continue

in this strain, moving round and
round in a circle until obviously the

dust of his own tracks flies in his

face. His only thought is: "It is

good to do it, it is bad not to do it,

therefore we ought to do it." As
long as he can find new words for

the thought, he honestly believes he
is giving new thoughts. At length

new words fail and he awakens to the

fact that he is using the old sentences

over again. Perhaps he will justify

this by way of clinching the thought,

perhaps he will be generous enough
to stop.

What is the matter? The man
has not learned to think. His subject

is bristling with suggestion and per-

haps his mind is fairly well stored,

but he does not know how to ques-

tion himself. Suppose some good
angel could prompt him, each time

that he ran short, in some such way
as this: "Prove it from the Bible

—

from the Book of Mormon—from
the Doctrine and Covenants. Give

examples—from scripture—from his-

tory. When it was different with us

—our circumstances then—what has

caused the change—in what respects

we are now disunited. Why Latter-

day Saints especially should love one
another—why this ward should

—

what love does for the family circle

—

for neighbors—for the community

—

how it pays financially—socially

—

morally— religiously. Of what in-

terest is it to God that we love one
another? Heaven impossible unless

we learn to do so—etc., etc."

These questions are only a tithe

that crowd themselves upon the mind
that thinks. The answer to them

—

keeping the purpose always in view
—would make a very interesting

discourse—one that did not violate

unity.

But no good angel asks the man
these questions, and he has not

learned to ask them himself, so he
has no resource but to sit down, or

move on to another subject—then to

another and so on to another, till his

time is up. Before such a man shall

be able to preach a sermon having
unity, he must learn to think.

In the case just considered, the

real difficulty is a lack of the power
of suggestion. In the case which I

shall now present, the mind is too

full of suggestion, or rather sugges-

tion dominates the mind, leading it

in more zigzag and fantastic paths

than could any will.-o' -the-wisp. Such
a mind usually starts headed in the

right direction. But three sentences

have not been uttered ere some
thought needs illustrating. Here
begins the difficulty. This mind,

lacking the power to keep the whole
and its parts in proportionate rela-

tions, draws out the comparison to

such lengths that it in turn needs il-

lustrating in some intricate part. So
the preacher proceeds to illustrate

the illustration till his time is up.

But what of the original thought ?

Gone. Killed by over-dressing, and
buried in its own finery. Such a

mind may set sail for some definite
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port, laden with choice ideas, but

not even the angels of heaven can

foretell what island in the sea of

thought it will strand upon. The
chances too are more than even that

some air-spout off ancy will whisp its

treasures up and scatter them like

spangles upon the heads of the

multitude.

While it may be doubted whether
a mind can be too richly gifted with

suggestions, it is beyond question a

weakness not to be able to restrain

•or direct such a power. I call to

mind an Elder whom I met several

years ago, a man pre-eminently

gifted in this way. It is astonishing

what leaps of association he was
capable of. From the braying of a

donkev to a Chinaman's queue,

things utterly dissimilar, was a chain

•of but two or three links in his mind.

I have often imagined his brain as a

net-work of mental wires connected

and reconnected ten thousand times,

so that an impression starting any-

where through eye, or ear, or touch,

would almost instantaneously awaken
every impression stored within the

circumference of his head. Wires
or not, such was evidently the state

of his mind to judge by the illustra-

tions that poured forth in his preach-

ing, all struggling for life and breath.

But he lacked the power of inhibition.

Indeed I discovered, that so far from
attempting to restrain or direct this

faculty, he counted it a particularly

fortunate possession, that was the

secret of his power and popularity.

We shall see later how far he was
right in this.

After listening to his preaching
•one day, when his imagination was
particularly fertile, I was asked to

criticise the sermon. It was early

spring, before the leaves had put
forth, and we stopped before a

poplar tree.

"Here," said I, "do you see this

one-year-old sprout, scarcely large

enough for a switch? Let that sym-
bolize your opening sentence. When
this shall become a tree it may fitly

symbolize a perfect sermon. Hut
was yours such a sermon? We shall

see. Let each of these buds repre-

sent a word in the sentence. .Nature,

you perceive, is just beginning to

build again upon her sermon. To
which of these buds will she send
her main strength? The top one.

Very well. But suppose nature were
whimsical, and sent her strength to

this bud, it seems a particularly

striking one, then to this, then this,

and let the top grow but feebly, do
you see what a comical little tree

(sermon) she would be building?

Well, that's you exactly.

"Now, suppose further, that nature

chose to let a blue-bell grow from
this tiny limb, a larkspur from that,

a daisy here, an orange there, and a

grotesque thing, say a summersquash,
on the top—of course you recognize

that all these things may truly be
said to be in the imagination of

nature—would it not be a remark-
able tree? Would it not make people
stare? Well, that's you again.

"Your sermon today was nothing

like this noble poplar. This tree is a

unit—pointing heavenward not only

with its trunk but with every branch.

The tree you have been building—

I

scarcely know what it does look like.

It is a sprawling vine made up of

every green thing that lives, full of

flowers of every hue—flowers that

bear no fruit.

"Seriously, my friend, dropping
the figure, do not be misled by the

rapt attention of your audience, into

the delusion that you left them wiser

or better than you found them.

They were simply astonished. An
uncultured audience is, in this respect,

like the children of the forest that

greeted Columbus—pleased with

gew-gaws and shining baubles, and
that is just exactly how you pleased

the people today. True, you said a

hundred truths today—each in pretty

finery—but they were not connected

by other links than the phantasms of

your own mind.

"Hereafter, my dear friend, learn a
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lesson from the poplar. Shoot right

upward to the climax of your ser-

mon, having no more branches or

foliage than are necessary to support
that apex. Have the moral couragfe

age than to refrain from saying

pretty things by the side—and you
will preach a sermon that has unity,

a sermon that will accomplish the

purpose you had in view, and actually

to avoid side issues—and I know of bear fruit in the lives of your hear-

no severer test of your moral cour- ers." N. L. Nelson.

A FATHER'S LEGACY.

When Asa Bradley was sentenced

to the State's prison for life for the

double crime of forgery and man-
slaughter, many people said that a

wicked man was now where he could

do no more harm; but it was a

dreadful misfortune to his wife and
son.

Six months afterwards Mrs. Brad-

ley died, and the friends of the

family asked, "What will become of

poor Walter?"
But this little burst of sympathy

was all ' 'poor Walter' ' ever got from

them; and when the boy was sent to

the almshouse, it was agreed that the

place was good enough for the son

of a convict. For five years the

almshouse was Walter's only home.
Then the overseers of the poor in-

formed him that he must be ' 'bound

out," and earn his own living.

Young as he was (he was scarcely

thirteen), Walter had a stout heart,

and it needed only this sudden send-

off to rouse a latent sense of inde-

pendence. For the first time he
realized his position clearly, and
found his native pride. He declared

with spirit that he would no longer

be beholden to pauper help, or would
render pauper service, and with this

resolution he went his way to fight

the battle of life alone.

He little knew the difficulties he
would have to meet and conquer.

After applying in vain at several

places in town, he went to Rockland,
a thriving factory village, and spent

three days in a fruitless search for

work.
Weary and discouraged, he finally

met a farmer who wanted some help

in his haying.

"I'll work for you cheap, and
hard, too," said the boy, with a

brightening eye.

"That sounds well. Where do
you live?"

"I came from Stony Brook."
"Come a little nearer. I want to

take a good look into your face.
'

'

Walter approached the wagon for

inspection.

"You look willing at any rate.

What's your name?"
"Walter Bradley, sir."

"I hope you aint no way con-

nected with Asa Bradley, who killed

Thomas Iding.

"

"I am—his son," faltered the boy,

with averted face.

"Well, that's unlucky! I want to

hire a good, likely boy, not a son

of"— . Then came a long embarrass-

ing silence.

"Well, I guess on the whole I

won't hire you," said the farmer,

reflectively. "I know you aint to

blame for what your father did, but

I guess I'll look a little further."

And starting his horse he was soon

out of sight.

Poor Walter! A sharp pain shot

through him as he realized afresh

how hard and unjust the man's de-

cision was, and his own friendless

condition. But at length his elastic

spirit took hope again, and he walked
resolutely on to the next village.

Here he was more fortunate. A
placard with "Boy Wanted'' was
conspicuously displayed in the win-

dow of a large dry goods store, and
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he applied for the situation. His

open, manly face made a favorable

impression on Mr. Lewis, the mer-

chant, and he agreed to take him on

trial for one week.

Walter was active and faithful, and

gave perfect satisfaction. Hut Mr.

Lewis chanced to learn that he was
"the son of the forger and murderer
Asa Bradley," and when the week
was out, he coldly told Walter he

could look for a place elsewhere.

The boy took this dismissal griev-

ously. Knowing as he did the

reason, it touched him like a death-

chill. Was he to be cursed through

life lor inheriting a name loaded with

disgrace? The thought filled his

soul with bitterness, and prepared
him for the stern, almost fierce, de-

termination which followed. This

tainted name should no longer be a

hindrance to him. He would dis-

card it forever.

Walter's maternal grandfather was
Gilbert Henshaw, a man whose char-

acter was above reproach, and to be
called after whom would be an honor
to any descendant. Henceforth he
would be no more Walter Bradley,

but Gilbert Henshaw. He would go
where he was unknown, and the

secret of his old name should be re-

vealed to no one.

More than three hundred miles he
traveled on foot, begging food by
the way after the little money Mr.
Lewis had given him was gone, and
often at night having only the damp
ground for his bed. He reached the

boundary line of Ohio, and at once
began anew the weary search for

employment.
One warm summer evening he

entered a field, and found rest and
refreshing sleep in a heap of new-
mown hay. The sun was far above
the hills before the tired, footsore

boy awoke. Old Mr. Gardiner and
his man came out with forks in hand
to open the hay.

"Jiminy!" exclaimed Abel; "if
here aint a boy asleep, and I came

near a-pitching my fork right into

him !"

Walter opened his eyes and looked

wild and frightened.

"What are you here for," de-

mantled Mr. Gardiner, gruffly.

"I— I— I am going to Ashburton,

to try and find work. I hadn't any
place to sleep, or any money, and
laid down here for the night."

"You won't get work in Ashbur-
ton. The mills have stopped," said

Mr. Gardiner, in a mollified voice.

"Do you know of anyone who
would like to hire a boy? I'd be
glad of even a small job, for I must
either work or starve."

The farmer gave a sharp look into

the boy's face.

"Well," said he, kindly, "go in

and get some breakfast, anyhow;
and if you're a mind to, you may
stay here today, and I'll try you.

What's your name?"
"Gilbert Henshaw," replied Wal-

ter, with a reddening face.

He was not yet sufficiently accus-

tomed to his "new identity" to pro-

nounce it without a certain self-re-

proach. Still there was a kind of

assurance of freedom in the sound of

it. Like another boy, who, from

a childhood and youth burdened
with the disgraced name of a

vicious father, grew to be one of the

noblest of our Vice-Presidents, he
had cast off the old appellation,

linked only with ignominy and un-

happy memories, and chosen an-

otner, which would leave him free

claim to the character and merit

that was his own; though in as-

suming a new name without first

taking the legal steps to such a

measure, Walter, as must any boy
so venturing, trod on dangerous
ground, as we shall see.

He toiled faithfully all that day r

and did so well that old Mr. Gardi-

ner decided to keep him a week ; and
when the week \vas ended, Mrs.

Gardiner had found him so obliging

and useful in the house, that she

said to her husband,

—
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l,
I think we better keep this boy

till the harvesting is over. He's

very handy, and will save us a great

many steps."

"Yes," responded Mr. Gardiner;

and the matter was settled.

Weeks and months passed. Gil-

bert was happy in his adopted home,
and the comfort and plenty around
him made the long autumn like a

continued holiday.

Old Mr. Gardiner and his wife

grew more and more attached to

him, and their kindness to him was
unfailing.

One peculiarity in the boy, how-
ever, puzzled the worthy couple and
piqued their curiosity. Gilbert never

alluded to the past, and never would
tell directly where he came from, or

if his parents were dead or alive.

But they were considerate enough
not to press him, and preferred to

think that he had some sad reason

for his silence, which involved no
blame of his own.
When winter came, the Gardiners

were less inclined than ever to let

Gilbert go. He staid with them,

attended the village school, and
worked morning and evening, taking

care of the cattle.

One day, Mrs. Gardiner was look-

ing ever a large mahogany box which
contained valued family relics. She
took out an ambrotype, and after

gazing at it long and tenderly, she

said to Gilbert, who was near, with

much emotion,

—

"This is the picture of my only

brother, Thomas Iding. He came
to a dreadful death.

_
A wicked man,

named Asa Bradley, murdered him."
Gilbert's knees shook under him.

He gasped for breath, and his face

looked wild and white.

"The jury brought in a verdict of

manslaughter," she continued, "but
it was murder,—deliberate murder!
"Why, Gilbert, how pale you are!

What is the matter?'

'

"I— I don't feel very well. I

guess I will go out." And hurrying
from the house, the poor boy, over-

whelmed with horror and distress,

went to the barn, and sat down alone.

That his best friend, his benefactors,

who of all the world had in his need
given him employment and a home,
should prove, after all, to be the suf-

ferers by his father's crime, was too
much. How would they feel if they
knew they were harboring the son of
their brother's murderer?

It seemed as if he must fly from
the place at once—fly to the ends of
the earth, hunted by a paternal ban.

But calmer thoughts returned, and
he succeeded in quieting the tumult
of his feelings. To run away would
be a suspicious and cowardly act; to

confess who he was could do no
possible good. There seemed to be
nothing left for him but to seek to

atone, as far as possible, for his

father's crime by self-sacrificing de-

votion to those whom that crime had
so terribly afflicted. He could do
this, though he should never break
to them the dread secret of his real

name and kindred.

Winter and spring passed, and
summer came again. One morning,
as Gilbert was returning from the

post-office, he saw a man riding up
the street whom he instantly knew
to be Peter Harrington, one of the

overseers of the poor in Stony
Brook. Great was his consternation.

If Mr. Harrington should recognize

him, and reveal that he was the son
of Asa Bradley, and had lived five

years in the almshouse, all his

present hopes and happiness would
be at an end.

He quickly turned his face away,
and stood leaning over the railing of

the mill-stream bridge, gazing in-

tently into the water.

Mr. Harington stopped his horse.

"Boy," he said, pleasantly, "which
road must I take to go to Ashbur-
ton?"

No answer. Gilbert seemed not

to hear him.

"I say, boy! which is the right

road to Ashburton?"
Still no reply.
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"Can't you speak, or don't you
know?" touching Gilbert's shoulder

with the handle of his whip.

Still Gilbert neither moved nor
spoke.

"He either can't hear, or won't

hear," muttered Mr. Harrington, as

he started his horse and rode on.

Gilbert stopped to call on a sick

friend, and an hour later reached

home. As he entered the sitting-

room, the first person he saw was
Peter Harrington, in conversation

with Mr. and Mrs. Gardiner. With
a crimson face and wildly beating

heart, he slipped out by the nearest

door. As Mr. Harrington had
merely glanced toward him, he

hoped he had escaped recognition.

But Gilbert was mistaken. Hardly

had the door closed after him when
Mr. Harrington asked, in much
surprise,

—

"Is that boy, Walter Bradley, liv-

ing with you?"
"That lad's name is Gilbert

Henshaw," replied Mr. Gardiner.

"He has been with us over a year."

"Ha, ha, ha! You have been well

duped. He is the son of Asa
Bradley, who killed your brother,

Thomas I ding."

"Impossible!" exclaimed Mr. and
Mrs. Gardiner, simultaneously.

"It's a fact," persisted Mr. Har-

rington. "I knew Walter Bradley

well. He was in the almshouse a

long time. Over a year ago he dis-

appeared, and most people thought

he'd gone to sea. So he has passed

himself off on you as Gilbert

Henshaw? A pretty bold push, I

call it.
'

'

As may be supposed, Mr. Harring-

ton left the Gardiners greatly dis-

turbed in mind. Their astonishment

upon learning that they had be-

friended a son of the dreaded convict.

Asa Bradley, seemed overpowering.

"I understand now why he does

not allude to his past life, and will say

nothing about his parents," said Mr.

Gardiner, reflectively.

"And this explains why he turned

so white when I showed him brother

Thomas's picture, and told him he
had been murdered by Asa Bradley,"
said Mrs. ( iardiner.

"Well, wife, this boy's father took

the life of your brother, and it's for

you to say what we shall do with

him."
Mrs. (iardiner was silent a few

moments.
" Husband," she said, at last,

"Gilbert has lived with us over a

year, and all that time he has evi-

dently tried his best to be a good
boy. We have caught him in no
wrong-doing, and have seen no signs

of a bad disposition in him. He has

been industrious and faithful. All

we charge against him is that he
came to us under a false name. He
has been an outcast once; it would
be cruel to set him adrift again. Let
him stay.

"That's just my mind!' ' exclaimed
Mr. Gardiner, fervently. "We have
no children, and it may be that God
has given us this boy. We will not

turn him away for his father's sin."

When Gilbert came in to dinner,

he cast an anxious look into the

faces of the old people, but no trace

of any revelation was visible. They
were even more gentle and tender

toward him than they had ever been
before.

Five years passed. Gilbert lived,

happy and beloved, under the roof

of the good old Mr. Gardiner and
his wife. He had attended school,

and received a good education in the

ordinary branches. His benefactors

had no cause for regret for taking

the friendless youth to their home
and hearts.

One night Gilbert suddenly awoke,
and was startled by a strange glare

of light. Through his window he
saw the elms and poplars outside

glowing lurid red. He sprang up,

and hurridly raised the sash.

The shed was on fire, and the

flames had just seized the house.

Gilbert rushed down stairs, shout-

ing the alarm, and in a moment
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every sleeper was awake. The family

worked valiantly to put out the fire,

but in vain. A fresh wind was blow-

ing, and in half an hour the house

and all the out-buildings belonging

to Mr. Gardiner were in ruins. The
good old man and his wife were
homeless.

"It came hard to pay the interest

on the mortgage," said Mr. Gardi-

ner, in a hollow tone, "and now we
haven' t a place to lay our heads.

'

'

"God will provide," responded
Mrs. Gardiner, trying for his sake to

stifle her own sadness.

"You have me left to you," said

Gilbert, tenderly. "I am strong to

work, and you shall never want
while I live."

A portion of the furniture had
been saved. This Gilbert removed
to a little unpainted house offered by
a neighbor, and the old couple were
made as comfortable as circum-

stances would permit.

A month later ihe following letter

was received:

"Friend Gardiner;— If the boy
who called himself Gilbert Henshaw
is with you, or you know anything

of his whereabouts, please inform

him that his great-uncle, Joshua
Bradley, has lately died in St. Louis,

without family, and has left no will.

By law he is one of the heirs to the

property. I regret your loss by
fire, and believe me.

' 'Truly your friend,
'

'

Peter Harrington. '

'

The next day Gilbert started for

Stony Brook, and was absent two
weeks. Then again his happy face

brightened the old people's humble
home.

"I have news for you," he said,

"which will give you both pain and
pleasure."

"Give us the worst first, and the

better last," said Mrs. Gardiner,

smiling.

"I have a secret to divulge which
will distress and astonish you. In

all the time I have been with you, I

have not told you my real name or
parentage. I am not Gilbert Hen-
shaw. I am "

"We know who you are!" ex-

claimed Mr. Gardiner. "You are

Walter Bradley, son of Asa Brad-

ley.
'

'

A look of utter astonishment over-

spread Gilbert's face. How had
they fathomed his secret?

"Mr. Harrington told us all about
you five years ago," said Mrs. Gardi-

ner.

"And you have given me a home,
and love, and sympathy, knowing
all this time I was the son of your
brother's murderer?" said Gilbert,

with moistening eyes.

"Dear boy," returned Mrs. Gardi-
ner, fondly, ' 'we could not drive you
from us for your father's sin! You
have been a constant comfort and
blessing to us,—the child of our old

age, given us by the Lord."
"And I shall not forget your gen-

erous kindness and true love. My
share in Uncle Joshua's estate is five

thousand dollars. We will build a

new house on the old site with our
money," said Gilbert.

The worthy pair looked at him in

delighted wonder.
'

' Your money, my boy,
'

' they
both said.

"No, ours. What is mine belongs

to you,—to my second parents, who*
made my hapless, forsaken life happy
again."

In a few months a commodious
house was erected where the former
home of the Gardiners had stood,

and the old couple moved into it

with their "son."
Gilbert gained a right to his

adopted name by making application

through form of law, and he is now
a prosperous, noble-minded man, in

whom the unfortunate and destitute

always find a friend.

The aged people lived several

years to enjoy their new home, and
their consideration and charity for

the boy in his sore need returned to

them an ample reward. 6". P. B.



M. I. A. WORK.
In placing upon paper my ideas

regarding Mutual Improvement As-

sociation work, I would first suggest

this most important and most sug-

gestive of titles, "M. I. A. Work,"
be thoroughly understood. We will

all acknowledge that if we should

enlist our names with others to per-

form a certain work at a certain time

and place, we would first have form-

ulated in our minds an object, and

also the result; we would most like-

ly, too, think of the class we were

to associate with. Now let us draw
this temporal work side by side with

this great work of M. I. A., and

with the invincible tie of comparison

see how nearly the two are alike.

You will first observe that there are

three almost synonymous divisions in

our temporal and in this particular

spiritual labor. In our temporal

work we should first have in view

the object of our labor, then the re-

sult of our exertions, and lastly the

reward of the honest laborer.

In the M. I. A. work, we have

first to work mutually, in other

words that should be our object;

secondly, we should greatly desire

that the result be improvement; and,

thirdly, let the reward be a success-

ful association. It is by our mutual-

ly improving that will insure us with

the reward of energetic and intelli-

gent associations, and in temporal

affairs it is by the object we have

and the result we accomplish that

forms our reputation and character

among any class of society.

And now that we know the mean-
ing of the name of our organization,

let us glance into the ways and
means of making them the educa-

tors they are intended to be, and
also the interesting meetings they

can be made.
To build a house we will let the

contract to responsible parties, give

them the plans we wish the'm to con-

form to, and we will pay them when
the work is accomplished.

The contractors then solicit the

aid of fellow-workmen and after ex-

plaining how the house is to be made,
all join in and mutually commence
the foundation work. I say mutually
because the entire force must work
harmoniously together if they build

a house. The case is parallel and
identically the same with any spiritual

organization, for our Supreme Ruler
in the heaven is a God of nature and
He governs on perfectly natural

principles.

Now the question is, who are the

Lord's contractors in the M. I. A.
work ? For me to answer this would
be superfluous; we all know that the

officers are they, who by accepting

any position, promise that the work
shall be done according to the plans

drawn out. How many of the M. I.

A. officers sense this promise they

make, and how many get dis-

couraged if the association does not

accomplish the work that it should?

And yet in many cases it is the fault

of the very officers and more espe-

cially now that the Lord's architects,

Elders Brimhall and Hardy, have
given us the completest of plans, the

manual whereby to build our asso-

ciations.

In my experience in M. I. A.

work this invaluable "teacher" sup-

plies a long felt desire for an objective

point ; for in it are marked out courses

of study, which when followed in

their very carefully systematized roads

will lead us to a knowledge of how,
where and by what means we live;

this self-instructor also leads us along
the varied path of history and with

the finger of evidence points to the

time and place when the church of

God existed upon the earth prior to

its restoration in our day, and from
the birth of Joseph Smith we find in

its pages a review of God's dealings

with His people down to the present

time.

It also gives us the keys to natural

history, to ancient and modern his-

tory, and to many other equally in-

teresting and instructive subjects.
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And now the all important question

should be: how can I best learn what
the manual teaches? I wish to em-
phasize the word learn, for we should

not see how much ground we can

cover in the fewest strides, but rather

let us seek the ground we can culti-

vate to best advantage and profit.

Let us select a course of three, four

or five studies, and let us learn their

contents; again I repeat the word
learn, for it is not the amount we
read but the amount we remember
that makes us wise. After the

ground or course is decided upon,

let us plant deep the plow of study,

pull it by the team of perseverance

and hold it firmly by the strong arm
of determination until every sod of

doubt is overturned—then with great

care sow the seed of knowledge,
which, when harrowed under the

sharp points of application, will bring

forth the richest harvest ever reaped
by the student farmer.

I believe that scarcely a greater

commandment was ever heralded

from the portals of heaven than to

mutually improve—or help each other

to improve. In what can the great

Creator take greater pleasure than
from the reports of His messenger
angels that His children improve
their time, improve their intellectual

storehouses of knowledge, and also

improve their surroundings? And
having thus improved, it necessarily

follows that we will improve on our
once neglectful way of keeping His
laws. Summing in brief the road to

success in M. I. A. work, let us

observe the following: When we be-

come members of the association we
must continue, we must always be
prepared on every subject under
study, we must be punctual and
never fail to respond when called

upon. The officers should be com-
petent, they should be at meeting
ahead of time and well prepared to

answer any question bearing on any
of the lessons being pursued. By
complying with these rules, and
never straying from the lessons at

hand, the objective point of success

yet ahead will be reached, and the

glorious hopes and fond anticipations

of our beloved and late President
Brigham Young, the founder of M.
I. A. work, will be realized, even
though he be in that bright abode ot

peace abo /e. E. J. Woods.

The Power of a Great Exam-
ple.—There is nothing that will let

the light into the soul like personal

influence; nothing that can lift one
up out of the darkness, and lead one
into the divine and quickening light,

and baptize one into the spirit oi

faith, hope, love, and charity, like

the magic power of a great example;
nothing that can inspire, exalt and
purify, like the magnetic rays ot

healing and helping that beam out ot

the eyes of noble men and women.
If your life has been deep and broad
in its experience then you have seen
lives that were better than yours;
lives whose pure light shone upon
you from a serener height than you
could reach, and touched you and
warmed you through and through;
just as the drooping flowers, some
chilly morning, have looked up
through the thick fogs and caught a
glimpse of the bright sun, which
scatters the mists and opens the glad
blossoms to the warm, life-giving-

light. Whose life is not, sometimes,
wrapped around with fogs? Who
has not looked up from his little life-

work and seen no cheering sun above
him—nothing but a heavy, leaden
sky hanging over? And then, per-

haps, you have almost doubted the

sun itself— doubted goodness and
doubted God—until you have seen

the clouds break away, the fogs lift,

and doubt vanish before the beautiful

radiance of some shining example. I

tell you that I believe, more and
more, that what the world needs to

reform and redeem it is, not so much
a sound theology, or a profound phil-

osophy, but holier, purer, divinerlives

—lives that shall be the light ol men.

*



M. I. A. ANNUAL CONFERENCE
The General Annual Conference of

the Young Men's Mutual Improve-
ment Associations of the Latter-day-

Saints was held in the Logan Taber-
nacle, Saturday and Sunday, June
2nd and 3rd, 1894. There were
present Counselors Joseph F. Smith,

and Moses Thatcher; M. W. Merrill

and Seymour B. Young; Assistants

M. H. Hardy and George H. Brim-
hall, the local Stake officers and re-

presentations from the Stakes of Ban-

nock, Bear Lake, Box Elder, Cache,

Juab, Malad, Morgan, Oneida, Salt

Lake, Sevier, St. George, Utah and
Weber, and the Canadian Mission.

Saturday morning at 10 a. m. the

conference opened by the congrega-

tion singing the hymn on page 198,

"'Now let us rejoice," etc.

Prayer by Joseph H. Felt, Super-

intendent of the Y. M. M. I. A. of

Salt Lake Stake.

Choir sang, "Come go with me."
Douglas M. Todd represented the

Mutual Improvement Associations of

the Cache Stake. He said the year

just closed had marked the most
successful period during the time of

his connection with the organization.

This Stake had a live board and they

felt encouraged to double their ener-

gies in the future. By a process of

selection all the wards had fairly

good officers who held regular

monthly meetings which had in-

creased their efficiency and resulted

in more promptness in the perform-

ance of the duties required. The
Stake Board had also held semi-

monthly meetings and as a conse-

quence the work was better systema-

tized, the records were in better

shape, and the spirit of the work
was good. Cache Stake was fully

converted to the manual system. He
hoped the near future would bring

an improvement in the preparation

of Ward reports. Many of the

associations had failed to send them
to the secretary in time, and they were
onlv secured bv an officer making a

trip on horseback through the Stake.

Reports of a similar nature were
made by Seth H. Thomas of the

Oneida Stake, H. S. Allen of the

Canadian Mission, Thomas Bailey of

Juab Stake.

Assistant Superintendent Milton H.
Hardy spoke on the subject of "Mis-
sions and Missionaries." He intro-

duced the subject by stating that in

the letter of appointment from
Presidents Young and Wells, dated
November 5, 1875, and addressed to

"John Henry Smith, Milton H.
Hardy and B. Morris Young," the

following remarkable and prophetic

statement occurs, namely: "Each
individual member will find that

happiness in this life mainly depends
upon the work he does and the way
in which he does it." Continuing
he said this is the key note to the

subject of "Missions and Mission-

aries"—the work done, and how it

is done, not so much where, whether
at home or abroad, whether in pub-
lic or private, whether in M. I.

Associations or in the Sunday
Schools. Not where one is in the

list or line of positions whether presi-

dent or member—it is what he does

and how he does it. Each one
learning his duty and then perform-

ing it. Each one attending the

meetings of his association with the

express object and determination of

either giving or receiving something
himself. In this day he does both.

The great objects of the earnest

and continuous intermissionary work
among the various associations are

( 1 ) to assist young men to gain a

testimony for themselves. Leading
to the possession of this testimony

are conditions such as desire for the

truth, asking, praying for it, seeking
it, responding to appointments or

calls promptly, reporting to the

association to which he is sent, tak-

ing his proper place on the stand, at

the proper time rising to his feet and
speaking a few words amidst the

prayers, faith and sympathy of his

friends—thus fulfilling' the conditions
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upon which the blessing is predi-

cated. (2) Leveling up the associa-

tions, so to speak, by carrying in-

formation, advanced thought, to the

more obscure or less favored associ-

ations or bringing some to his own.

(3) Asa means ofbreakingup petty

cliques, and establishing universal

sociability and brotherhood. (4) As
a direct means of developing the

art of public speaking.

A missionary is one sent or dele-

gated to do a work. This part of

our work develops young men in

this dignity of responsibility. Earth

life is a mission.

Prof. J. H. Paul spoke upon the

subject of "Order in Effort." He
referred to the third chapter of Ec-
clesiastes which contains the fol-

lowing:

"To everything there is a season,

and a time to every purpose under
the heaven. A time to be born,

and a time to die; a time to plant

and a time to pluck up that which
is planted; a time to kill, and a time

to heal; a time to break down and a

time to build up; a time to weep, and
a time to laugh: a time to mourn, and
a time to dance; a timp to cast away
stones, and a time to gather stones

together; a time to embrace, and a

time to refrain from embracing; a time

to get and a time to lose ; a time to keep
and a time to cast away: a time to

rend, and a time sew; a time to keep
silent, and a time to speak; a time to

love, and a time to hate ; a time of war,

and a time of peace.
'

' This extract

is rich in suggestion. Unless we
have order in effort we shall accom-
plish comparatively little. Each
person has so much force. It will

escape one way or another, and we
should direct it. I have found it a

great secret in the pursuit of any
subject to make up my mind to

return to it every day. Five minutes
steady work on a particular subject

every day is better than three hours
a week. None of us should com-
plain that we have not good mem-
ories. It will come down to this, that

we did not put in a little work every

day. There is only this difference

between the idler and scholar. Lord
Lytton wrote volume upon volume,
and yet he never devoted to it more
than three hours each day. The
rest of his time was taken up in

government affairs. We should have
methodical habits and not deviate

from them. Thus far we should be
routine men. But we should not

neglect recreation. The Prophet
Joseph was fond of occasionally

playing ball with the boys; and
President Young was fond of danc-

ing. It is pleasant to see the strong

character unbend and take enjoyment
in the harmless pleasures of life.

Order in effort particularly distin-

guishes great minds. I believe that

the differences in capabilities in us

are exaggerated. The weak things

can accomplish much if they make
up their minds and stick to it. The
lessons of order are written all about
us. We find it in the winds and the

waves, and the debris that the waves
carry upon the shores of the ocean.

It is seeming disorder; but cut down
and you will find even the mud and
sand in layers. All is regular, con-

formed to law and can be noted by
mathematical symbols. Every plant

is a specimen of regularity and order.

Look at the orderly arrangement of

the brain. The slightest maladjust-
ment will overturn the reasoning

faculties. Work is effort according

to plan. Play is effort at hap-hazard.

It is not work but anxiety that wears
people out.

Choir sang the anthem, "Oh how
lovely." Adjourned to 2 p.m. Ben-
ediction by Elder Simpson Molen.

2 p. m.
Congregation sang hymn on page

71. Prayer by Elder Archibald
Geddes, of Salt Lake. Choir sang,

"Softly beams the sacred dawning."
General Secretary Geo. D. Pyper

read the statistical report of the Y.
M. M. I. A. for the year ending
April 30, 1894:
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Joseph H. Felt, of Salt Lake
Stake, said he had been with the asso-

ciations since their first organization.

President Brigham Young was in-

spired when he called missionaries to

accomplish this work of organizing

the young men into societies. The
important thing to be done now was
to secure the attendance of non-

members. This can be done by car-

rying the Y. M. M. I. A. work into

the household. The parents should

become interested and that would
help to keep the children in strict at-

tendance. The organizations had
been established by the highest au-

thority of the Priesthood, as a help

to the Priesthood and not to be in

conflict with it; and the officers

should not only be supported by the

votes of the people but by every act

of their lives.

Samuel D. Davis, of Malad Stake,

reported that at no time had the as-

sociations of his Stake done as good
work as during the past year. Four
of their young men had been attend-

ing the normal class in Provo, and
the exercises are all conducted in ac-

cordance with the Manual plan.

J. E. Heppler, of Sevier Stake,

spoke in relation to "systematic

Stake work."
B. Cluff, Jr., said that if properly

prosecuted this M. I. A. work would
accomplish great things. The young
men of this community should ac-

cept the opportunity and let God
bless the results. All that tends to

build up the people intellectually is

included in our educational system.

Proper education is the harmonious
development of the capabilities of the

soul. I say harmonious advisedly;

for what the world calls education is

one-sided, not being directed along

the line of morals. We want all-

round education. A development
of all the faculties God has blessed

us with. I know much depends up-

on environment, and the hand of the

Lord is manifest in gathering the

people here in these valleys of the

mountains. People who live in the

mountains are generally a liberty-

loving people; and the love of liberty

is part of the education of this peo-

ple. One of the great factors of our
educational system is our Church or-

ganization. The Priesthood tends

directly to the education of the mem-
bers of that Priesthood. The family

also is an important factor, as are the

schools and Sunday schools. Society

can aid in the cultivation of moral and
ethical faculties, but the foundation

must rest in the family. Parents

recognize this. Teachers can almost

detect the standard of the family by
the children who go to their schools.

They are mirrors of the family. If

a man is to grow great the founda-

tion of that greatness must be laid at

home. The organization of the

Priesthood is the great central school

around which all our organizations

and societies rotate.

The Y. M. M. I. A. cannot be
separated from this system. They
must have the same underlying

thought, and receive counsel from the

same source. And what may they

not accomplish! They must study

the Gospel from a philosophical

point of view. The Gospel is the

true philosophy. Men have put

forth systems but God has given us

the true philosophy. We have
opportunities possessed by no other

people upon the face of the earth.

The key to success is not genius nor

wealth, but good honest work. The
reason some are not advancing faster

is because they prefer dancing and
pleasure to work. Let us apply our-

selves and the world will say that a

wonderful work is being accomplished
in these valleys of the mountains.

Choir sang an anthem and con-

ference adjourned to June 3, 1894, at

10 a.m. Benediction.

Sunday, June 3, 1894, 10 a. m.
The congregation sang "Praise to

the man. '

' Prayer by Elder George
H. Brimhall. Choir sang "Where
the Voice of Friendship's Heard."

William Hymus of Bear Lake
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Stake reported that in his Stake the

distance from one end to the other

was one hundred and twenty miles,

which made it very hard to get

around, but the Stake officers had
made the necessary visits and held

district conferences, there being four

or five associations in each district.

Some of the members thought that

the manual work was too dry and
wanted something more of a theatri-

cal nature, but we labor to convince

them that we cannot lower the

standard of our M. I. work even to

reach this class of young men.
W. G. Brough of Morgan reported

that they had used the Manual in his

Stake more successfully than ever.

In addition to the regular meetings

they had established a lecture bureau
and had thirteen lecturers in the

field holding extra meetings. He
said his organizations were in good
shape and complete.

Angus F. Wright of Weber re-

ported that some time ago the Man-
ual had been condemned by some in

his Stake before trying it, but now
he found that the greatest success

was found to be in the wards which
followed its plan. He thought the

weekly officers' meetings were great

aids to success. There questions

were discussed before they reach the

association, and the officers stand as

a unit and confidence is had in them.

Counselor Ricks of Bannock re-

ported that it took a trip of one
thousand and fifty-five miles to visit

all the associations in that Stake, but

the trip had been made. They had
accomplished more last year than

ever before. They followed the

Manual and had met with all the

difficulties reported by others, but
were improving continually.

Apostle Moses Thatcher said: I

have been unable on account of sick-

ness to perform fully my duty as one
of the General Superintendency of

the M. I. A., although at no time
have I been indifferent to the great

work of the Mutual Improvement
Associations.

I have been asked to occupy some
time on the question of Generosity.

Generosity may have reference to

those noble traits of character sup-

posed to belong to that class of in-

dividuals called high born or well

born, in stations making them able

to be generous. Closer observation

and examination have caused us
wholly to discard any idea with

reference to the high born. Our
definition of genius is work. Gener-
osity as I desire to impress it upon
your minds has special reference to>

liberality, magnanimity, free will,

offerings, reciprocity, and all those

noble traits that go to make up a
great and grand character. Perhaps
in nothing can we show our gener-

osity than in the manner in which we
refer to our neighbor's virtues and
good qualities uninfluenced by a
spirit of jealousy or by an overwean-
ing desire to gratify personal ambi-
tions.

In England once I witnessed a
marvellous feat of strength by an
expert swordsman of ordinary size.

He took a Damascus blade, showed
its flexibility, and after testing the

weapon, a Southdown sheep was
hanged up and with one blow the

man severed it in two, the blade go-
ing through every joint of the back
bone. Another blade was brought,,

and laying a piece of three-quarter

inch iron upon a table he severed it

in twain with one blow of the sword.

This was the result of skillful train-

ing. Had he varied one-fourth of
an inch in the part of the blade

which struck the iron it would have
failed; but by striking the iron it ap-
peared as easy as cutting cheese.

From a platform of a train going
forty miles an hour I have seen

men shoot birds from the telegraph

poles between Ogden and Salt Lake.
That was the result of persistent

training. The wonderful feats of
Buffalo Bill with the rifle and others

renowned for great skill are the results

of practice and a proper control of
the head and hand.
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If these thing's are possible in the

physical world, far more is possible

in the spiritual and moral world. It

is held even by the heathen that mind
should be master of matter. The
only reason it is not is that we do
not concentrate on any one subject.

Try to concentrate on one subject

and see how difficult it is. Put an
object a few feet from you and look

at it for twenty minutes and see how
it strains the nerves of the eye.

The sick are healed by those who
have the power of concentration.

No person was ever healed unless

the person who performed the ad-

ministration lost virtue from his own
body.
Of all the creations of God man is

the master. He is of triune nature

—

physical, mental and spiritual. When
the Elder is in danger and fear

blanches his cheek instantly the spirit

masters the body. The danger
remains but the fear is gone. This

is the control of the physical and
mental by the spiritual organization.

The liberal man deviseth liberal

ways. God loves a willing giver.

He will not reward an unwilling hand
or heart. God said to Adam and
Eve eat freely of all but one thing.

Christ gave freely of his life in order

that salvation might be free to us.

But is there no reciprocity in the

plan of human redemption? I hold
there is. From Adam and Eve God
expected obedience and the cultiva-

tion of nobler traits which should
bring them back into the presence of

God. Do I refer to the M. I. fund?

No. That is not what causes me
anxiety, but so long as the pay-
ment of fifty cents per year by
each member is regarded as an
irksome task, so sure am I that the

true spirit of Mutual Improvement
has never reached our hearts. Show
me the young man who has won the

affections of a young lady who does
not willingly bestow upon her in gifts

many times that amount. Shall we
have less regard for Mutual Improve-
ment? 'Tis more blessed to eive

than to receive. A visiting minister

after preaching a good sermon passed

around the contribution box and it

was filled. The local minister sur-

prised, said, "How is this, your box
is filled, while I usually get nothing?"

The visitor answered, "You preach

to their purses and close their hearts;

I preach to their hearts and they

loosen their purse strings." Until

the young people have their hearts

opened, I shall not feel that Mutual
Improvement is properly grounded.

A liberal life is one of happiness,

peace, joy and consolation; it tri-

umphs over mortality and draws
upon immortality. The liberal man
deviseth liberal ways and by his

liberality shall he live, but of what
avail would be my urging you to pay
a mere pittance per year for improve-

ment if you are unconverted? Point

out the most liberal man in this

community and will I willingly sign

a guarantee that he will never want.

For as he has dealt with others,

others will deal with him. An
illiberal man can never be a great or

good man. If he wins the confidence

and love of the people he must be

not only just but also generous. It

is impossible to regard anything with

love or affection without being

prompted to do something for it.

No young man can properly esteem

Mutual Improvement without con-

tributing to aid it.

President Joseph F. Smith said:

The subject assigned me, viz: "Who
we are,why we are, and where we are;

or our origin mission and destiny,"

is one too great to be properly treated

in a few moments. I desire, however,

to depend upon the scriptures for an

answer to the questions contained in

this subject. Let me first call your
attention to a part of the thirty-

eighth chapter of Job which reads as

follows

:

"Then the Lord answered Job out of the

whirlwind, and said,

"Who is this that darkeneth counsel by words

without knowledge?
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"Gird up now thy loins like a man; for I will

demand of thee, and answer thou me.

"Where wast thou when I laid the foundation

of the earth? Declare, if thou hast understand-

ing.

"Who hath laid the measures thereof, if thou

knowest? or who hath stretched the line upon it?

"Whereupon are the foundations thereof

fastened? or who laid the corner stone thereof:

"When the morning stars sang together, and

all the sons of God shouted for joy!"

It is the last sentence that I wish

to call your attention to, viz. :
' 'When

the morning stars sang together, and
all the sons of God shouted for joy.

Again we find in the third chapter

of the First Epistle of John:

"Behold what manner of love the Father has

bestowed upon us, that we should be called the

sons of God! therefore the world knoweth us

not, because it knew him not.

"Behold, now are we the sons of God, and it

doth not yet appear what we shall be: but we

know that, when he shall appear, we shall be like

him; for we shall see him as he is.

"And every man that hath this hope in him,

purifieth himself, even as he is pure."

I read from the Pearl of Great
Price:

"And the Lord said unto me, These two facts

do exist, that there are two spirits, one being

more intelligent than the other; there shall be

another more intelligent than they; I am the

Lord thy God, I anymore intelligent than they

all. The Lord,|thy God, sent his angel to deliv-

er thee from the hands of the priest Elkenah. I

dwell in the midst of them all; I now therefore,

have come down unto thee, to deliver unto thee

the works which my hands have made, wherein

my wisdom excelleth them all, for I rule in the

heavens above, and in the earth beneath, in all

wisdom and prudence, over all the intelligences

thine eyes have seen from the beginning; I came
down in the beginning in the midst of all the

intelligences thou hast seen.

''Now the Lord had shown unto me, Abraham,

the intelligences that were organized before the

world was; and among all these they were many
of the noble and great ones; and God saw these

souls that they were good, and he stood, in the

midst of them, and he said, These I will make
my rulers; for he stood among those that were
spirits, and he saw that they were good; and he

said unto me, Abraham, thou art one of them
thou wast chosen before thou wast born. And
there stood one among them that was like unto

God, and he said w.nto those who were with him,

We will go down, for there is peace there, and

we will take of these materials, and we will

make an earth whereon these may dwell; and we

will prove them herewith, to see if they will do

all things whatsoever the Lord there God shall

command them; and they who keep their first

estate, shall be added upon; and they who keep

not their first estate, shall not have glory in the

same kingdom with those who keep their first

estate; and they who keep their second estate,

shall have glory added upon their heads tor ever

and ever."

We need not give to the young
men of the Latter-day Saints any
further proof to show that we were
with theFather before the foundations

of the earth were laid; that we were
among those who sang for joy, when
they spoke of worlds whereon we
might come and dwell. We may
say point blank that we are the

sons of God. That is our origin,

—our source. We came from the

Father. The foundations of the

earth were laid for us that we might
dwell upon it. For what purpose?

It is here stated:

"To see if they (we) will do all

things whatsoever the Lord their

(our) God shall command them (us).

And they who keep their first estate

shall be added upon; and they who
keep not their first estate shall not

have glory in the same kingdom
with those who keep their first estate

;

and they who keep their second es-

tate shall have glory added upon
their heads for ever and ever.

'

' We
are His sons and inasmuch as we keep
our second estate we shall become
like our Father.

I will refer to Romans, commenc-
ing with the twenty-eighth verse of

the eighth chapter:

"And we know that all things work together

for good, to them that love God, to them who
are called according to his purpose.

"For whom he did foreknow, he also did

predestinate, to be conformed to the image of

his Son, that he might be the first-born among
many brethren!

We are the sons of God; so was
Jesus Christ. He was the first-born,

and more noble than the rest. He
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came that wc might become like

unto Him; and if we become like

Him we are like the Father. The
Father and Son are one. Jesus

was the exact likeness of His Father

in physical attributes, equal with

God. He rose above all things and
became like the Father. The things

that the Father did He did, and
no other things did He do ex-

cept those which he was com-
manded of the Father. We being

His brethren—His co-heirs we were
predestined before the world was to

become like unto the Father. He
has given us the examples that we
may become like unto Him so that

we may enjoy the same blessings He
enjoyed.

Man is destined to become like

Jesus Christ; and that is what he is

here for, and also to do the things

Jesus did. When he does this, then

will he have fulfilled his mission.

When we think that some of us will

become gods, even the sons of God;
that we will live in immortal youth;

that this tabernacle is necessary to con-

form to the image of Christ who is like

His father; that weak, erring man, so

prone to evil, and darkened in mind
and understanding, so little above
the brute creation, because he will

shut his eyes to God;—when we think

of his becoming like God, it almost

takes one's breath. Who will reach it!

Because we were foreordained for it

it does not follow that we will reach

it. If we do not keep the com-
mandments of God we will fail to

reach this high destiny. Who can

aspire to anything greater? Yet this

is what God has in store for man. Let
us get as near to it as we possibly

can. Do the best we can, and bye
and bye we shall be permitted to

reach the destiny in store for us. Now
I desire to impress upon you this

thought: We are the sons of God.
We read it in the Bible, the book of

Doctrine and Covenants (Sec.cxxxii,

20) and the Book of Mormon. We
were ordained to become perfect.

We are destined to be joined to-

gether in God, as fathers, mothers
and children, as husbands and wives,

under the bond of the new and ever-

lasting covenant, that we may see

things as God sees them. While
this life is very important as relating

to the great future, it is but a drop
in the bucket.

We must use this world to gain

glory in the next, and do all things

with a view to having all things

added unto us. This is the object

to keep in view. Let all things in

this world be used for the work of

God, and for the accomplishment of
the object we have in view to be-

come like our Father in Heaven.
Choir sang, "Hallelujah." Ad-

journed to 2 p. m. Benediction by
Elder Seymour B. Young.

2 p. m.
Conference re-convened and sang

hymn on page 268, "The Spirit of

God like afire is burning." Prayer

by Elder B. Cluff, Jr. Choir sang
an anthem.
The Sacrament of the Lord's Sup-

per was administered by the authori-

ties of Cache Stake.

General Secretary, Geo. D. Pyper,

presented the names of the general

officers of the Y. M. M. I. A., and
they were unanimously sustained as

follows: Superintendent, Wilford

Woodruff; Counselors, Joseph F.

Smith, Moses Thatcher; Assistants,

Junius F. Wells, Milton H. Hardy,
Rodney C. Badger, George H.
Brimhall; Secretary, Geo. D. Pyper;

Treasurer, William S. Burton; Music
Director, Evan Stephens.

Charles Kelly, of Box Elder, said

that the M. I. A. of his Stake were
working under the Manual, and he

was convinced that it was an inspired

work. Some of the associations

were going through it for the second

time. The young men of Box Elder

Stake were feeling well, though all

were not converted. Some are drawn
away by the pleasures of life.

Counselor McOuarrie of the St.

George Stake said: It argued well
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for the M. I. A. that so many were
able to come from points five and
six hundred miles apart. Our meet-

ing together would give us union

and strength. The Manual had in-

fused new life into their organizations.

The young men had completed the

course, and had been looking this

year for a new Manual, but it did not

come. He hoped by another year to

have part second.

J. E. Heppler, of Sevier Stake,

reported that the officers of Sevier

were interested in the work and try-

ing to bring the young men of that

State under the influence of the

Priesthood. They were in a bad
shape financially but expected to

send in every cent of their apportion-

ment. They were striving to eradi-

cate evils such as card playing and
round dancing, and the Mutual Im-
provement Associations were found
the successful means of accomplish-

ing this end.

Elder Merrill, of Smithfield, said

he had just returned from the

Samoan Islands. Three years ago
last February he left his home in

Cache Valley for Samoa. He ar-

rived at his destination one month
later, and after a few months of labor

death robbed him of his companion;
but by humility and prayer he was
able to fulfill his mission. He went
among the young people of that

race because their minds were more
susceptible than the older ones.

Good results followed teaching that

race in the Gospel plan. He had
the gift of their language by the

goodness of God and was able to

labor from almost the first. In

seven months I was able to preach
and had plenty of listeners. There
was a steady increase in the work.
The mission there was different to

other missions. They had many
things to combat with there that are

not in other places; but when they
did get the light of the Gospel they
stayed with it and seldom left the

Church. The membership was four

hundred, mostly under eighteen years.

Elder S. B. Young said: The M.
I. A. belongs to the organizations of
the Latter-day Saints. It was per-

fected by President Brigham Young,
the founder of these classes which
have had such practical working in

Zion. Last Friday evening the

Young family met in the Lion House
parlors near rooms where President

Young breathed his last in peace.

They recited some things in mem-
ory of this great man; met as kin-

dred and friends and had a great

time. President Young was born

June 1, 1 801, and became identified

with the Church early after the or-

ganization thereof, and with him
his father's household. He was
ordained second in the first quorum
of the Twelve Apostles February 14,

1835. Thomas B. Marsh went into

apostasy, leaving President Brigham
Young president and a leading man
from then until his death. He came
to Salt Lake Valley as a pioneer July

24, 1847; returned in the fall to

Winter Quarters, where his family

had remained during his trip to the

valleys. At a conference held at

Council Bluffs, President Young was
upheld as prophet, seer, and revela-

tor in all the world, with Heber C.

Kimball and Willard Richards as

counselors. In 1848, led the way
back to this valley. Under his ad-

vice mutual improvement associa-

tions were formed. Our life's mis-

sion meant mutual improvement from
the time a member was introduced

into the Church until his death. The
speaker was not surprised when he
saw the leading men take hand in this

great work. The Latter-day Saints

should be the most intelligent people
on earth and they will be if they

listen to the revelations of the Lord
given for the advancement of His
people. The Word of Wisdom was
a hackneyed phrase, but it was one
of the grand principles of Mutual
Improvement. It would give us the

necessary strength to resist the power
of the adversary. It had been proved
at Harvard that not a man has grad-
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uated at the head of his elass in fifty-

five years who was a user of strong
drink or tobacco.

Assistant Geo. H. Brimhall said

that knowledge was the key to suc-

cess in going into the avenues of life.

He was surprised at the statement

that some were discouraged at the

Manual before reading it. He hoped
the day would speedily pass when
we would fly from a shadowy form.

Mind is greater than matter. Mind
is the man. Food for the mind is

important. One dollar spent for a

book will give us a treasure house
for eternity.

Moses Thatcher said: I desire to

say a few words about securing

funds. There are insufficient funds in

some Stakes. It might be a good
idea to accept grain and then turn it

into cash, keeping a strict account
of gains and losses. On the question

of scarcity of money, it may be proper
to state that in this temple city, the

center of learning, the seat of the

Brigham Young College and the

Agricultural College, there are five

places in which intoxicants are sold.

Each license is eight hundred dollars

a year, a total of four thousand dol-

lars to be paid out of profits of those

who expend money for liquor. Thus
goes the money that should buy
books ; thus goes the means of paying
for The Contributor.

Choir sang, '

' Arise, all ye na-

tions." Adjourned to eight o'clock.

Benediction by Apostle Merrill.

8 p. m.
Congregation sang "We thank

Thee, O God, for a Prophet."
Prayer by President Orson Smith,

of Cache Stake. Choir sang "Come
with me."

Remarks on the success and bene-

fits of the conference were made by
Elders W. B. Preston, Jr., Will. G.

Farrell, and Geo. D. Pyper.

President Joseph F. Smith spoke
of The Contributor as a means
of educating our young men and
circulating good ideas and thoughts
amongst our organizations. Every
talented young man should write lor

it and sustain it. The speaker also

touched upon the subject of round
dancing, saying that the Authorities

did not want to curtail any legitimate

recreation or enjoyment, but urged
that dancing be kept under proper
influences and guidance. Round
dancing had a great fascination for

the young, and it often led to folly if

not to sin. We were not here for

pleasure. The Savior denied him-
self pleasure. He was acquainted

with grief. He was joyful, but

mourned the sins of the world. He
was not uncharitable, for when the

sinner was brought before Him, and
her accusers had slunk away, he
turned to her and said, "Go thy way
and sin no more." So the speaker
felt towards all, but he did not like

to see our young people going down
the stream. The Authorities would
like to see round dancing obliterated

entirely; but would it be wise to do
this all at once ? Rather than drive

our young people to the other side,

two or three of an evening had been
allowed under proper regulations.

Our dances should be opened and
closed with prayer.

Choir sang, "Joy to the Lord."
Adjourned for one year.

THE ORIGIN OF MAN.
WHAT IS THE MOST PROBABLE THEORY ?

There is no subject that could Pope says, "The proper study for

occupy the human mind that is of mankind is man." Huxley signifi-

greater interest and importance than cantly remarks: "The question of

the study of man and his relationship, questions for mankind, the problem
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that deeply underlies all others, and

that is more intensly interesting than

any other, is the ascertainment of

man's place in nature and the relation-

ship he occupies to the universe of

things. From whence our race has

come, the limits of nature' s power over

us and our power over nature, are

the questions that present themselves

anew with undiminished interest to

every man born into the world."

Whatever progress has been made
toward a reasonable adjustment of

these problems has been accomplished

within the past few hundred years or

since the dawn of modern learning.

It seems the deeper man delves into

life and its appurtenant mysteries the

more thoroughly is he appreciative of

the vastness of the unknown. The
horizon of the mysterious expands
with the progress of his research; he

discovers that after a life devoted in

patient and ceaseless investigation

that he is just entering on the thres-

hold of an infinite field of unexplored

thought possibly only known to the

Gods. He exclaims with philosophic

significance, "Amid the pomp and
splendor of nature there is no place

left for man."
The Hindoos and Grecians specu-

lated copiously on the clouded and
mystified questions of the origin of

man and his position in the uni-

verse, but the infancy of the race,

so far as science was concerned,

precluded the attainment of any
substantial and permanent results.

In their philosophy, however, they

recognized that which science has so

beautifully elaborated, the tangible

and transient character of all natural

phenomena; looking upon the grand
mechanism of material embodiment
as but temporary and limited manifes-

tations of an infinite principle upon
which universal nature is fashioned.

It may be said to the credit of

those venerable nations that a broad
and commendable latitude was
permitted in their investigations. On
turning to Rome after her assumption
of imperial power, we find that

thought was restricted within the

narrowest limitations, and whatever
freedom had been acquired in

metaphysical speculation among the
Grecians it had been destroyed by
the church of Rome. From the

time of the Emperor Constantine, A.
D. 325, to the Reformation in the six-

teenth century, impassable barriers

were placed upon the progress of
human thought and philosophy; any
deviation from the established ideas

of the clergy being punished as con-

tempt and heresy: thus the great
problems of life and its complicated
relationships were held in abeyance
through the darkness of a thousand
years by the coercive weapons of the
Roman church. But from the time
the immortal Luther asserted the

right of interpretation of the scrip-

tures, a scientific activity was in-

agurated which, with the progress of

liberalism and religious tolerance, has
resulted in that magnificent pre-

eminence of intellectual advancement
characteristic of the present age, so

to-day we may say there is a com-
parative freedom of thought in which
the danger of incurring the dis-

pleasure and ill-will of contemporaries
is practicably eliminated.

The first statement we encounter
of the origin of man is that recorded
in the first chapter of Genesis, accord-
ing to which man was formed from
the dust of the earth, and woman
was manufactured from a rib taken
from her lord and master. The
Christian world generally have no
hesitancy in accepting this mode of

creation, and rest content, taking it

for granted because contained within

the lids of that reverenced book, the
Bible, that it must be true. The
feasibility of a Being endowed with
infinite wisdom and intelligence

creating a man by the above process
is not so questionable as the method
of the introduction of the first woman
into earthly environments. To people
whose minds are occupied with the

emotional, fanciful and poetical, such
a scheme perhaps can be quite easily
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reconciled to their mode of thought;

but the mind th.it is only satisfied

with the rigorous test of reason, bas-

ing- its deductions on the grounds of

scientific certainty, requires some-
thing more substantial and tangible.

The Mosaic theory of the creation

proceeds upon the supposition that

at a period comparatively recent,

nature had for its antecedent nothing

but chaos and discordancy, that the

present phenomena were the product

of a separate and distinctive act of

divine creative intelligence, eliminat-

ing altogether progressive continuity

and spontaneous development. To
properly test the accuracy and gen-

uineness of this hypothesis, recourse

must be had to the evidence of arch-

aeology and geology. It is said

"That the occurrence of an historical

fact is said to be demonstrated when
the evidence that it did not occur

renders the assumption that it did

occur in the highest degree improb-

able." Now in the absence of human
testimony we must resort to circum-

stantial evidence, which, though not

so desirable, is, however, in the

question we are now discussing, from

the very necessity of the case, the

only evidence available.

Human affairs are made up of such

a complication of circumstances, so

intimately interwoven that there is

absolutely no link missing in the

chain of continuity; in other words
every cause has its effect, the effect

in turn being a cause; this same
order is prominently manifested

throughout all the grand mechanism
of the universe, therefore it is reason-

able to infer from our observation of

the constancy of the order of nature

that a like process has always been
employed in the growth and develop-

ment of life, varying only with the

oscillations of geological activity. It

is this presumption that gives to cir-

cumstantial evidence its probative

force and significance. Therefore

in any theory accounting for the

origin of animal life, inasmuch as

chronological records cover compar-

atively so brief a period, it must be
tested by this evident e.

If it were a fact that the introduc-

tion of life upon the globe occurred
in the manner described by Moses,
the evidence of archaeology and geo-
logy is unavailing; on the contrary
if the indications afforded by those

sciences be trustworthy, then the

Biblical account is visionary and
inaccurate; as it will subsequently
appear, however, there must be a
harmony between what Huxley terms
the "Miltonic hypothesis" and geol-

ogy, in order to render the former
worthy of credence. Both theories

may be correct, but one may be more
complete and elaborate than the

other. Dr. Winchell in his work on
"Pre-Adamites," maintains that

from the fact that the introduction of
life on earth occurred as recorded in

the Bible, it did not necessarily an-

tagonize the existence of life before

that time; therefore, while the Bible

does not affirmatively deny a previous

course of evolution, it does not sup-

port it. Prof. Huxley, however, un-

dertakes to show a direct conflict

between the "Miltonic hypothesis"
and geology.

If the succession of strata in geo-
logical history occurred with its

alleged regularity, and the evidence
these distinctive formations contain

of the existence of life by reason of

fossil remains, be genuine, then of

course life existed in great abundance
for an indefinite period of time an-

tecedent to the alleged introduction

of life by Moses.
According to Genesis the present

phenomena were established in the

course of six days. On the first

day light appeared; on the second
day the waters from above separated

from those beneath the firmament;

on the third day vegetable life was
produced; on the fourth day the

heavens were chequered by the ap-

pearance of the sun, moon and stars,

etc. ; on the fifth day the fishes of

the sea and waters were created ; and
on the sixth day all terrestrial animals
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appeared, including man, excepting

birds whose creation was contempor-

aneous with aquatic life. Huxley
has shown that this order cannot be

reconciled with the evidence of

geology; for instance, land animals

and all terrestrial life excepting birds

did not appear until the sixth day,

therefore in geological history, if the

above be true, we could not look for

any evidence of the existence of

terrestrial animals other than birds

only in formations subsequent to

those affording evidence of the ex-

istence of birds, but such is not the

case, for in the carboniferous age of

the Paleozoic era according to

LeConte we have abundant evidence

indicating the existence of grass-

hoppers, cockroaches, spiders, scor-

pions and centipedes, and we find

no traces of birds until the Jurassic

age of the Mesozoic era, so then if

this be true the creation of birds

should have been postponed to the

sixth day. It is very obvious from

what has been adduced that there is

not a perfect harmony prevailing

between the "Miltonic hypothesis"

and the evidence of geology.

There is another theory which
during the past century has obtained

great prominence in the scientific

world, and claimed by its disciples

to be the method that nature has

employed in the history of the

growth and development of life

upon the globe. It is the evolution

hypothesis. It proceeds upon the

supposition that the present condi-

tion of things has sprung gently and
imperceptibly by a process of order-

ly sequence out of the past; that the

further we go back in the history of

the earth the greater will be the con-

trast between existing animals and
those that then obtained, until we
reach a period when no life of any
kind existed.

As fundamental it is affirmed by
evolutionists, "That the great variety

of plant and animal life now scattered

over the globe, have been driven

from a single primitive living creature,

which was itself the product of the

action of light and heat upon the

chemical constituents of an ancient

ocean. From the homogeneous it

has assumed the heterogeneous,

modifying and developing from its

original form into the great variety

of plant, animal life distributed over
the earth, even emerging into the

more varied shapes, till at last they
have attained their present enormous
variety of tree and shrub, of herb
and sea weed, of beast and bird, and
fish and creeping insect. Evolution
throughout has been one and con-

tinuous, from nebula to sun, from
gas cloud to planet, from early

jelly fish to man or elephant." It is

further alleged in substance, that

mind has been subject to a similar

process of development; the very
delicate tissue of the jelly fish slowly

but definitely evolved in harmony
with the transformation of its phys-
ical structure into a nervous system,

gradually assuming in its varied

cycles of progress finer shades or

degrees of feeling until conscience

was developed, finally resulting in a

thinking brain. Such are the cardi-

nal points of the perplexing theory
of evolution.

If all animal life including man, as

it affirms, was derived originally

from a single creature, which was
itself produced by the action of cer-

tain agencies, why, upon the same
principle and under the same law,

could not the great variety of organic
life have been produced? Analogy
teaches us it would have been just as

reasonable and as probable. By this

it is not to be inferred that all animal
life must necessarily have been pro-

duced simultaneously; as a matter of

geology the earth in its earliest stage

of progress was in such a condition

that only the lower forms of animal
life could have existed, but the idea

is that organic forms made their ap-

pearance successively at separate and
distinct intervals, only when the

physical conditions were compatible
to their existence. The unconform-
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ity of the rock and life systems of

the earth indicate the probability of

an instantaneous destruction and re-

creation of animal life; for instance,

the Mesozoic rocks are nearly uni-

versally unconformable on the Car-

boniferous. This uncomformity is

accompanied by a great revolution

in the fauna and flora. So it is highly

probable, founded upon the evolution

hypothesis of the origin of a single

creature, that an infinite variety of

life has been produced in the same
way only at different intervals. No
doubt a great variety of life has in-

inhabited the earth whose remains

through metamorphic action and
other agencies have become so com-
pletely obliterated, that geology in

its present state is unable to detect

them.

If the diversity of animals that now
exist, not including man, have been
evolved from a jelly fish, why at the

present time do we not observe those

wonderful modifications taking place?

But we find that jelly fish produce
no other species but its kind, not

losing in the process any fundamen-
tal part of its individuality. So the pa-

rental identity of the whole animal

world is perpetuated in the same
manner, exhibiting only in a few in-

stances marked degrees of change,

and these modifications are peculiar

to the frog, caterpillar, and perhaps

one or two other forms exclusively.

What does it signify because the

fossil remains of an animal (Orohip-

pus) have been discovered among
the Eocene rocks, exhibiting on the

terminus of its limbs a formation

similar to that of the human hand,

that is to say, an animal about the

size of a fox, having four toes each

on its front feet, with the addition of

a rudimentary splint, and on its hind

feet but three toes each.

Ascending the strata and coming
to the Miocene epoch, we discover

an animal Miohippus, largely similar

to the Eocene type, and resembling

in some features the horse. The ru-

dimentary splint has disappeared, and

the fourth toe occupies relatively the

same position that the fifth did of

the Eocene, that is, a mere rudimen-
tary splint. The middle hoof has

also become larger. This animal it

seems was about the size of a sheep.

Climbing up the rugged rocks of the

Miocene we are suddenly in the

midst of a new world of creation,

the Pliocene. Another animal (Pro-
tohippus ) has been discovered in this

formation, approaching nearer the
structure of the modern horse. The
fourth splint in this animal is com-
pletely gone, the middle hoof being
still larger. Coming further up the

Pliocene we have an animal almost
identical with the American horse.

Huxley maintains that the contrast

exhibited by those animals which he
calls the horse, is demonstrative evi-

dence in support of the evolution

hypothesis. It would be more con
sistent to believe that the Eocene
and Miocene types are separate and
distinct having no relationship to the

present horse, that the Pliocene

type, being almost identical with the

modern horse in its anatomy, is but

a sport of nature. We could as

consistently believe that man and the

gorilla sustain a like relationship,

which is far from being an estab-

lished fact.

It has been maintained by some
authorities who have studied the

conditions attendant to rudimentary
or embryonic development, that

the fossil remains that have been
found, resembling fundamentally in

structure some of the present known
animals, but differing in some minor
details, are only freaks of nature,

and therefore should not be regarded
as natural modifications of a primi-

tive stock.

It is unquestionably true that there

have existed in geological history a

great variety of animals that have
become extinct in bygone ages. In

the second volume of the great book
of geology, that is to say in the

reptilian age, we are informed that

lizards and other huge monsters ex-
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isted measuring from forty to seven-

ty-five feet in length, which fact is

indicated by the fossil remains of

these animals that occur in the sedi-

mentary deposits that characterize

this period. In the present fauna

we find no such forms.

Neither geology nor evolution

furnishes any evidence confirming the

idea of the transition of any of these

primitive types, that the jelly fish

produce any other form but jelly

fish; that the ape series have lost

any fundamental part of their indi-

viduality; that man has not always

been man from the beginning, there-

fore the doctrine of the immobility

of the species as entertained by
Cuvier, seems to be more easily har-

monized with accessible data.

In examining the history of the

various eras, ages, periods, and
epochs of geology from the Silurian

or Laurentian of the earliest forms

of life, down through the prodigious

lapses of time to the Tertiary or age
of man, we fail to discover anything
that would conclusively establish the

evolution of even a single form to an
entirely different one. Extinctions

or removals of organic forms have
undoubtedly taken place as a result

of their incompatibility to the intro-

duction of new physical conditions,

re-creations have occurred; but the

transition or merging of one species

into another entirely distinct, is an
idea founded upon unwarrantable
supposition. It must, however, be
admitted that if these new environ-

ments precipitated bv a change in

the constitution of the air, in the

composition of the sea, or the

amount of heat eliminated from the

the sun, are not sufficient to cause
the destruction of certain forms of

life, they will operate in modifying
them to an extent that many features

become partially divested of their

original character, but the fundamen-
tal part of their organization re-

mains materially unchanged, so

they are clearly and distinctly recog-
nizable.

Now, in regard to structure, Hux-
ley, who has directed his investiga-

tions largely to the ascertainment of
the close relationship and important
structural similarity existing between
man and the ape series, draws the

inference "That structural similarity

implies unity of origin," and hence,

as the resemblance and differences

between the lowest and highest order
of the ape are no greater than those

of man and the ape, it must follow

that they are ramifications of a prim-
itive stock. He says further in sub-

stance that if any process of physical

causation can be discovered to ac-

count for the origin of those blurred

copies just beneath him, and that

approximate him in structure, it

would only be reasonable to employ
the same cause to account for the

origin of man.
Scientists who have made structure

a special branch of inquiry, almost
invariably maintain that those animals
resembling each other in the more
important and fundamental parts of

organization, must be the issue of an
ancient type, therefore classify certain

forms under given heads; consequent-
ly as man bears a striking sameness
to ihe gorilla, excepting intelligence,

' 'Though every bone in the body of
man bears marks by which it can be
distinguished from the corresponding
bones in the ape," they both must
have been derived from a pre-exist-

ing species.

Mr. Darwin, in concluding his in-

genious argument upon the descent
of man, employs the following terms:

"We thus learn that man is descend-

ed from a hairy, tailed quadruped,
probably arboreal in its habits, and
an inhabitant of the old world;

this creature, if its whole structure

had been examined by a naturalist,

would have been classed among the

quadrumana as sure as the still more
ancient progenitors of the old and
new world monkeys. The quadru-
mana and all the higher mammals
are probably derived from an ancient

marsupial animal, and this through a
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long line of diversified forms from

some amphibian-like creature,and this

from some fish-like creature." The
great objection to this theory of evo-

lution is that the intercellary forms

are missing, leaving unsupplied the

links that are indispensable to attach

to the theory that significance its

disciples claim. True there is no
absolutely conclusive evidence suffic-

ient to prove the order or manner of

the appearance of organic life on the

earth ; the question therefore resolves

itself into which of the theories that

at present obtain is the most reason-

able and probable?

The most ancient remains we have

of man are those discovered in the

Mentone Cave of France. The
skeleton is that of a complete man,
and differs in no essential feature

from the modern man. Therefore

the conclusion is, so far as the evi-

dence of geology (the foundation

upon which the superstructure of

evolution is built) is concerned, there

is nothing to support the evolution

of man from the inferior animals. If

man be surveyed from an intellectual

standpoint, he would certainly be

classed in a separate and distinct cre-

ation of his own, for he is immeasur-

ably and infinitely separated from the

animal world, though he passes

through analagous transformations.

" 'Tis he alone that possesses an ac-

countable and immortal soul."

In conclusion, the theory (pur-
porting to be founded on inspiration

)

that the Biblical pair that were driven
forth from paradise descended from
one of the heavenly orbs, seems to

be at least a possibility, founded upon
the present progress and advance-
ment of man. If we accept the

splendid achievements he has attained

in almost every department of learn-

ing during the past century, as a
criterion of his future, it would not
be an unreasonable exaggeration to

picture him in the remote future as a
being possessing the qualities and
powers of those immortal characters

of Holy Writ, navigating the air, en
route for some heavenly orb, that

forms the object of so much wonder-
ment, and perhaps become another
Adam or a God, enthroned in splen-

dor and magnificence, engaged in

organizing and arranging element
for the formation of new worlds.

So, then, instead of looking for

the origin of man on this earth, in

view of the inaccuracy and incom-
pleteness of the geological record,

let us trace him to another planet, in

harmony with a grand theological

conception, thus connecting the

present and future with the past eter-

nity of man. Elijah Far?-, LL.M.

A DREAM.
While I lay pondering, in deep

solitude, on the events of the present

my mind was drawn into a reverie such

as I had never felt before. A strong

solicitude for my imperilled coun-

try utterly excluded every other

thought and raised my feelings to a

point of intensity I did not think it

possible to endure. While in this

solemn, profound, and painful reverie

of mind, to my infinite surprise, a

light appeared in my room, which
seemed to be soft and silvery as that

diffused from a northern star. At

the moment of its appearance the

acute feeling I had experienced
instantly yielded to one of calm tran-

quility.

Aithough it may have been at the

hour of midnight, and the side of

the globe whereon I was situated,

was excluded from the sunlight, yet

all was light and bright and warm as

an Italian landscape at noon; but the

heat was softer or more subdued.
As I .gazed upward, I saw descend-
ing through my bedroom roof, with

a gently gliding movement, a per-
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sonage clothed in white apparel,

whose countenace was smoothly se-

rene, his features regular, and the

flashes of his eye seemed to shoot

forth scintillations, to use an earthly

comparison, strongly resembling

those reflected from a diamond under
an intensely illumined electric light,

which dazzled but did not bewilder.

Those large, deep, inscrutable eyes

were presently fixed upon mine,

when instantly placing his hands
upon my forehead his touch pro-

duced an indescribable serenity and
calmness, a calmness not born of

earth, but at once peaceful, delight-

ful and heavenly. My whole being

was imbued with a joy unspeakable.

All feelings of sorrow instantly van-

ished. Those lines and shadows
which care and sorrow impress upon
us were dispelled as a deep fog before

a blazing sun. In the eyes of my
heavenly visitor, for such he appeared

to me, there was a sort of lofty pity

and tenderness infinitely stronger than

any such feeling I ever saw mani-

fested in ordinary mortals. His very

calm appeared like a vast ocean still-

ness, at once overpowering to every

agitated emotion.

By some intuition, or instinct, I

felt he had something to communi-
cate to soothe my sorrows and allay

my apprehensions. Whereon, ad-

dressing me, he said:

"Son, I perceive thou hast grave

anxieties over the perilous state of

thy country, that thy soul has felt

deep sorrow for its future. I have
therefore come to thy relief and to

tell thee of the causes that have led

to this peril. Hear me attentively.

Seventy-one years ago, after an awful

apostasy of centuries, in which all

nations were shrouded in spiritual

darkness, when the angels had with-

drawn themselves, the voice of pro-

phets hushed, and the light of Urim
and Thummim shone not, and the

vision of the seers was closed, while

heaven itself shed not a ray of glad-

ness to lighten a dark world, when
Babel ruled and Satan laughed, and

church and priesthood had taken
their upward flight, and the voice of

nations, possessing the books of the

Jewish prophets, had ruled against

vision and against Urim, against

the further visits of angels, and
against the doctrine of a church of
apostles and prophets, thou knowest
that then appeared a mighty angel
with the solemn announcement ot

the hour of judgment, the burden ot

whose instructions pointed to dire

calamities upon the present genera-

tion. This, therefore, is the cause
of what thou seest and the end of the

wicked hasteneth."

My vision now became extended
in a marvelous manner, and the im-

port of the past labors of the Elders

was made plain to me. I saw multi-

tudes fleeing to the place of safety in

our mountain heights. The church
was established in the wilderness.

Simultaneously the nation had
reached an unparalleled prosperity,

wealth abounded, new territory was
acquired, commerce extended, finance

strengthened, confidence was main-
tained, and peoples abroad pointed

to her as the model nation, the ideal

of the past realized and perfected,

the embodiment of the liberty sung
by poets, and sought for by sages.

"But," continued the messenger,
' 'Thou beholdest a change. Con-
fidence is lost. Wealth is arrayed
against labor, labor against wealth,

yet the land abounds with plenty for

food and raiment, and silver and gold
are in abundance. Thou seest also

that letters written by a Jew have
wrought great confusion in the finan-

ces of the nation which, together

with the policy ofmany wealthy ones,

has produced distress and do presage
further sorrow."

Factions now sprang up as if by
magic ; capital had entrenched itself

against labor throughout the land
;

labor was organized against capital.

The voice of the wise sought to tran-

quilize these two powerful factors in

vain. Excited multitudes ran wildly

about ; strikes increased ; lawlessness
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sought the place of regular govern-
ment. At this juncture I saw a ban-

ner floating in air whereon was
written the words Bankruptcy, Fam-
ine, Floods, Fire, Cyclones, Blood,

Plague. Mad with rage men and
women rushed upon each other.

Blood flowed down the streets of

cities like water. The demon of

bloody hate had enthroned itself on
the citadel of reason ; the thirst for

blood was intenser than that of the

parched tongue for water. Thousands
of bodies lay untombed in the streets.

Men and women fell dead from the

terror inspired by fear. Rest was
but the precursor of the bloody
work of the morrow. All around
lay the mournfulness of a past in ruins.

Monuments erected to perpetuate

the names of the noble and brave

were ruthlessly destroyed by com-
bustibles. A voice now sounded
aloud these words, " Yet once again

I shake not the earth only, but also

heaven. And this word yet once
again signifies the removing of things

that are shaken, as of things that are

made ; that those things that cannot
be shaken may remain."

Earthquakes rent the earth in vast

chasms, which engulfed multitudes
;

terrible groanings and wailings filled

the air ; the shrieks of the suffering

were indescribably awful. Water wildly

rushed in from the tumultuous ocean
whose very roaring under the mad
rage of the fierce cyclone, was unen-
durable to the ear. Cities were swept
away in an instant, missiles were hurl-

ed through the atmosphere at a ter-

rible velocity and people were carried

upward only to descend an unrecog-
nized mass. Islands appeared where
ocean waves once tossed the gigantic

steamer. In other parts voluminous
flames, emanating from vast fires,

rolled with fearful velocity destroying

life and property in their destructive

course. The seal of the dread men-
ace of despair was stamped on every

human visage ; men fell exhausted,

appalled and trembling. Every
element of agitated nature seemed a

demon of wrathful fury. Dense clouds,

blacker than midnight darkness,

whose thunders reverberated with
intonations which shook the earth,

obscured the sunlight. Darkness
reigned, unrivalled and supreme.

Again the light shone, revealing

an atmosphere tinged with a leaden
hue, which was the precursor of an
unparalleled plague whose first symp-
toms were recogriized by a purple
spot which appeared on the cheek,
or on the back of the hand, and
which, invariably, enlarged until it

spread over the entire suriace of the

body, producing certain death.

Mothers, on sight of it, cast away
their children as if they were
poisonous reptiles. This plague, in

grown persons, rotted the eyes in their

sockets and consumed the tongue as

would a powerful acid or an intense

heat. Wicked men, suffering under
its writhing agonies, cursed God and
died, as they stood on their feet, and
the birds of prey feasted on their

carcasses.

I saw in my dream the messenger
again appear with a vial in his right

hand, who addressing me said: "Thou
knowest somewhat of the chemistry

taught in the schools of human
learning, behold now a chemistry
sufficently powerful to change the

waters of the sea.
'

'

He then poured out his vial upon
the sea and it became putrid as the

blood of a dead man, and every
living soul therein died. Other
plagues followed I forbear to record.

A foreign power had invaded the

nation which, from every human
indication, it appeared would seize

the government and supplant it

with monarchy. I stood trembling

at the aspect, when, lo, a power
arose in the west which declared

itself in favor of the constitution in its

original form ; to this suddenly rising

power every lover of constitutional

rights and liberties throughout the

nation gave hearty support. The
struggle was fiercely contested, but

the stars and stripes floated in the
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breeze, and, bidding defiance to

all opposition, waved proudly over

the land. Among the many banners

I saw, was one inscribed thus: "The
government based on the Constitu-

tion, now and forever;" on another
" Liberty of Conscience, social,

religious, and political."

The light of the gospel which had
but dimly shone because of abomina-
tion, now burst forth with a lustre

that filled the earth. Cities appeared
in every direction, one of which, in

the centre of the continent, was an
embodiment of architectural science

after the pattern ofeternal perfections,

whose towers glittered with a radiance

emanating from the sparkling of

emeralds, rubies, diamonds and
other precious stones set in a canopy
of gold and so elaborately and
skillfully arranged as to shed forth a

brilliancy which dazzled and enchant-

ed the eye, excited admiration and
developed a taste for the beautiful,

beyond -anything man had ever

conceived. Fountains of crystal

water shot upward their transparent

jets which in the brilliant sunshine,

formed ten thousand rainbow tints at

once delightful to the eye. Gardens,
the perfections of whose arrangement
confound all our present attempts at

genius, were bedecked with flowers

of varied hue to develop and refine

the taste, and strengthen a love for

these nature's chastest adornments.
Schools and universities were erect-

ed, to which all had access ; in the

latter Urims were placed, for the

study of the past, present and future,

and for obtaining a knowledge of the

heavenly bodies, and of the construc-

tions of worlds and universes. The
inherent properties of matter, its

arrangements, laws, mutual relations

were revealed and taught and made
plain as the primer lesson of a child.

The conflicting theories of geologists

regarding the formation and age of

the earth were settled forever. All

learning was based on eternal certain-

ty. Angels brought forth the treas-

ures of knowledge which had lain hid

in the womb of the dumb and distant

past.

The appliances for making learning

easy surpass all conjecture. Chem-
istry was rendered extremely simple,

by the power which the Urims
conferred on man of looking into and
through the elements ot every kind

;

a stone furnished no more obstruction

to human vision than the air itself.

Not only were the elements and all

their changes and transformations

plainly understood but the construc-

tion, operations, and laws of mind
were thus rendered equally plain as

those which governed the coarser

elements. While looking through
theUrim and Thummim I was amazed
at a transformation, which even now
is to me marvellous beyond descrip-

tion, clearly showing the manner in

which particles composing the inor-

ganic kingdom of nature are conduct-

ed upward to become a part of or-

ganic forms; another astounding
revelation was a view clearly shown
me of the entire circulation of the

blood both in man and animals.

After seeing these things and gazing
once more upon the beautiful city,

the following passage of Scripture

sounded in my ears :

'

' Out of Zion
the perfection of beauty God shin-

eth.
'

'

On this I awoke to find all a

dream.
I have written the foregoing, which

is founded on true principle, under
the caption of a dream, partly to

instruct and partly to check the folly

of reading silly novels now so preva-

len t. Charles D. Evans.

Springville, Utah.

Never urge another to do anything
against his desire, unless there is dan-

ger before him.

Ladies should pass through a door
first, but a gentleman is to precede in

going up stairs.

It is better to be silent than to say

unwise or unkind things.



FLEETING IMPRESSIONS IN WASHINGTON.
The city of Washington—center

of the political life of this country

and therefore Mecca of politicians

—

holds an engrossing interest for the

average American youth. The con-

gregation of the greatest politicians

and reputedly greatest statesmen of

the nation, the continual associations

that cluster around the historical

buildings, and the many works of

beauty that have been made to add
to its attractions, as well as other

considerations of ambition that are

seldom absent from the mind of the

youth, lend to it a glamour that often

leads him to give up to the fascina-

tions of politics and to labor in season

and out for the privilege of living in

it.

First impressions, however, are

apt to rob the city of much of its

attractiveness. On every hand dis-

appointments await the dreamer
whose active imagination has exag-
gerated the supposed benefits enjoy-

ed. Perhaps, for example, he has

heard from those that have been for-

tunate enough to precede him to the

capital, of ihe beauty of Pennsylvania

avenue, and has prepared himself to

see a street lined with stately build-

ings and, like the Champs d'Elysee,

making the fashionable parade of the

city.

If so, the first view will certainly

be a disappointment. "The Av-
enue," as it is constantly called, not-

withstanding the presence of at least

a score of other avenues, is neither a

fashionable nor a business street; but
leading from the Capitol to the Treas-

ury Building and then past the White
House and building of the War, State

and Navy, it assumes importance
politically, and does go into a nice

residence portion beyond. But the

fact that has given it the reputation it

holds is that all parades of any im-

portance always make it the base for

the line of march.
Washington is scattered around

over so much country that it is dif-

ficult for one to presume to make the

task of seeking the sights one of
rote. Time is requisite to travel

from the Soldiers' Home one way,

to the Zoological Gardens another and
a dozen or two other things in as

many directions out of town and that

multiplied by ten in town.

The Capitol, however, is generally

the first place to be visited unless one
is anxious to see the White House
and first goes there. Hero worship,

though, has not so much of an
opportunity at the latter place, and it

is generally thrown in the shade.

Visitors by the hundreds flock to the

great building that can be seen from

almost any part of the city and be-

come prey to the guides who approach
any one with the appearance of a

tourist, with a polite

—

"Show you the building for fifty

cents."

The wise tourist who wants to see

the sights will take advantage of the

offer; that is, if he has not a great

deal of time. If he does not, he is

likely to get lost in some of the

labyrinthian hallways of the great

building and to wander around until

he finds himself suddenly confronted

by an impassable door or wandering
in a circle. If he wants to climb he
will be taken to the dome, from
which he can see the surrounding
country stretching away for miles in

such a rolling way that irrigation is

precluded.

Hundreds of objects of interest,

too numerous to be classified and
appreciated in one day's view, lie

around in the different directions.

From the inside he can see the alle-

gorical figures in the dome, and the

frieze half way down, looking like

the work of a sculptor and scarcely

distinguishable as painting with even
the most powerful glass. In the

rotunda are the statues erected

by the grateful people in honor of
the heroes that have lived, while

paintings of events in history are

met on every hand.

The patriotic visitor, however,
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generally gives these but a short in-

spection, hurrying on to see the

lions in the two houses of Congress

at work. They reach the galleries

in big expectation. They believe

words that will elevate their souls,

make them better citizens because

of the pure patriotism poured out,

will be heard. What a drop, then,

to come into the august Senate and
hear one of the august wearers of a

toga speaking about a sore toe, or

cavilling about what some news-

paper has said of him.

Usually the visitor is surprised and
shocked at the discourtesy that pre-

vails in this chamber, despite the

constant calling up for purposes of

debate of the ghost of "Senatorial

courtesy.
'

' A member will be speak-

ing on some matter, and unless

there is unusual interest in it not

more than a half dozen or dozen of

the members will be listening. Some
will be writing, some reading, others

chatting, some lounging on the sofas

placed conveniently, others standing

in the doors of the cloak rooms
smoking.

This is the normal condition. Of
course if there comes a vote on a

party question all will instantly give

attention. Pages will be started out

for absent members, bells will ring

in all the cloak rooms and as the

clerk is reading the names one after

another of the senators will come in

and if their names have been passed,

demand that they be called again.

After the vote is announced they

will go out again to attend to their

own business, leaving the party

managers for the time being in

charge of the affairs of the nation.

During the whole tariff debate in

the Senate only a few senators on
either side were in the hall during
the speaking. Sherman, Aldrich,

Allison, or Hoar on the Republican
side would keep the lines in order
and would be reinforced by such of

their colleagues as might be deemed
necessary or as had no inclination to

leave. On the Democratic side,

Vest, Jones, Harris and one or two
others were on constant guard. The
other senators stayed merely to cast

their votes when their names were
called and took little if any interest

in the speeches that consumed so

many weeks.
There is one part of the Senate

chamber that is a practical barometer
as regards public business. If a

visitor notices that the seats in the

press gallery are empty he can make
up his mind that nothing of unusual

interest will transpire for a time, no
matter what storms seem to be in-

dicated. Sometimes in the midst

of a dull session they will begin to

fill up again and then he can look

out for something exciting.

On the Senate side the men of the

press are given many privileges and
their comfort is consulted in many
ways. A cooler full of apollinaris

lemonade is constantly on tap, cush-

ioned chairs, whose softness invites

one to rest, are scattered about,

writing materials of the best kind
are at hand, while the Congressional

Record and all other public docu-
ments can be had for the asking.

These things, however, are not for all

correspondents; but only those who
do telegraphic work for papers that

publish at least six times in a week
and who do not work in the public

offices.

Taking a cursory view of things,

one is not permitted to dwell long on
any one point. The visitor is rushed
from the Senate to the House, where
there is much more of interest on ac-

count of the greater number of

members. Something exciting gen-
erally has the floor and speeches are

of a less tedious nature than those in

the Senate on account of the neces-

sity for compressing a great deal of

fact into a very few words. When a

dull speaker does arise, however, he
receives no better treatment than that

accorded in the Senate.

A vote in this House always
causes more stirring than in the up-
per body, on account of the large
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number of members. A roll call

generally consumesforty-five minutes,

and an amusing instance of how this

fact can be made of use in times is

furnished by an incident in the history

of Utah legislation.

During the time of Delegate Caine,

when there was such a strong effort

to push through anti-Mormon bills,

' he had a great many friends on the

Democratic side, who stood against

such legislation and promised their

aid in defeating it.

"You watch things," they said to

Mr. Caine, "and if anything comes
up, let us know."
One day at about half-past three

in the afternoon one of these measures

come up as the next bill to be

considered. A bill regarding

some harbor expenditures in Texas
was under consideration and a vote

was about to be taken. At four

o'clock the committee on appro-

priations would have the right of way
and if action on the anti-Mormon bill

could be put off until that hour it

would go over for the session.

Walking over to the friendly con-

gressman Mr. Caine whispered to him
the state of matters and asked what
could be done.

"That's all right," said the latter.

As the vote was about to be taken

this congressman arose and said:

"Mr. Speaker: This bill (the

Texas measure) is so important that

we should put ourselves on record on
it. Therefore I call for the ayes and
nays.

'

'

He was supported by one-fifth of

the House and by the time the roll

call was ended the committee an ap-

propriations claimed the floor and the

other bill went over.

Anecdotes of this kind are doled

off by the guides by the dozen and
one soon realizes that there is more
in Congress than the news given by
the papers. There are under-
currents that never make any show-
ing on the surface and the novice of-

ten finds that one who appears to be
a prominent man in the councils of

the nation has no weight among his

associates, while some very quiet

man whom the newspapers seldom
notice can sway votes on both sides

of the body with a very few words.

One fact impresses itself on the
philosophical observer—our great

men are simply people. They be-

long to the human race and stand on
no higher level than those that wield

the pick and shovel. They are ruled

by passions, blinded by prejudices,

dominated by feelings and often their

remarks proceed from disordered

stomachs rather than cool heads.

Debate that would do no credit to an
amateur literary society is indulged

in and men who should deserve the

respect of their fellow men give

forth illogical platitudes that speak ill

for their sense if they believe what
they say, and greater ill for their

honesty if they do not.

Beginning with the attaches of

Congress the shame of the patronage
system makes itself apparent through-

out all the departments. In each of

the houses there are so many pages,

drawing seventy-five dollars a month
for doing nothing but hatch mischief,

that they fall all over themselves and
each other when a call is made by a

member. Doorkeepers, clerks and
what not are found by the dozen,

while supervisors and superintendents

have had offices created by the dozen.

At the boarding house where I

have been stopping there is a female

clerk in the treasury department
who generally comes to the table at

half-past eight and gets to work
somewhere in the neighborhood of

an hour later, according to the

state of her feelings. When she

arrives at her desk she works an hour
and rests two until the day is over

and imagines she has done a hard
day's work. There are dozens such
as this and under a business system
the work of ten could be done by an
energetic man who worked the hours

that are required of clerks and per-

sons in the professions.

A claim on the department ot
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justice must pass through at least

ten divisions before it can be

placed before the House for the

amount to be appropriated. As an

example of the waste of time ; a

letter was sent a short time ago to

the state department to ask about a

certain matter. A reply came back
that the subject had been referred to

a certain minister ; and there were
marks to show that this simple

matter that could have been done by
a fourteen year old schoolboy had
been passed through the hands of

three persons before the answer was
sent.

There is a disposition at present,

however, to take off a few of the

leeches that are sucking the revenue
of the people and being supported
for no other reason than they have a

pull. Several departments are being

abolished and work transferred to

others where it can be done without

additional clerks.

It is amusing to walk near one of

the large government buildings as

the four o'clock whistle is blowing.

Before it ceases there is a stream of

clerks who have stopped perhaps a

few minutes before time in order that

they might be prepared, and it is

hardly five minutes before the great

structure is left in charge of the

guards and a few chiefs of divisions.

Men who have an idea that the

government owes them a living and
should collect the living for them
abound. Office seekers from the old

gray haired woman to the young
fellow that has been attacked by the

weevil of politics and unconditionally

surrendered are in evidence every-

where and everywhere they make the

life of a man with a
'

' pull
'

' a

misery.

Malaria is one of the disadvanta-

ges of life in this city. The stranger

who comes into it unawares generally

finds it necessary to pass through a

siege before he can leel perfectly safe.

Low altitude that oppresses is another
to one who has been accustomed to

the exhilarating mountain r.'r. A

comparatively poor system of rapid

transit adds to the misery when the

weather is very hot or very wet.

Boarding houses intensify the feeling

on general principles.

These are but passing grievances,

however, ana one living in Washing-
ton for a long time will grow to like

it so much that it will be hard to

leave it. There is always a feeling

that here is the heart of the nation.

Nowhere else is the trend of politics

appreciated so much. Nowhere
do the legends and associations

of national life cluster in so great

an abundance. To the initiated

the winters are never so gay else-

where. These ideas and scores of

others represent the solution of the

problem why people who have had a

taste of life in the national capital

long for a greater draught.

Fleeting glimpses these are of the

impressions of a newcomer just

entering into the spirit that pervades,

hardly conversant with the buildings

that care nothing- for the avenues,

but plant themselves where they will,

and avenues that have less care for

the streets but run without regard

for the rights of these humbler ways,
and '

' Circles
'

' and '

' Places
'

' that

make delightful breaks in both, and
entirely unacquainted with the region

of romance that lies across and up
and down the beautiful Potomac and
toward the country that lies in Mary-
land. Eugene Young.

Many a man fights for his creed

who never thinks of carrying an
umbrella for his wife.

The devil never keeps out of a

home simply because there is a hand-
some Bible on the parlor table.

It won't do any good to pray for

the Fiji Islanders as long as you
won't speak to the man who lives in

the next house.

Build a fence anywhere, and the

first boy who comes along will want
to climb it.
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THE SPIRIT OF THE TIMES.
There is a wonderful anxiety on

the part of nearly everyone in these

days to amass wealth. This desire

is so powerful in the young, we fear,

as to influence them very much to

their injury in all the affairs of life.

Almost the first question which is

asked by a person whose services

are required in any direction is con-

cerning the salary, and every energy
and talent, except in rare instances,

is being prostituted to this inordinate

love of money. Men whom both

God and training have endowed for

certain pursuits will neglect the very

employment in which they are so

successful because the temptation of

a greater salary is held out to them.

Thus, some of the noblest aspirations

are sacrificed to worldly gain.

It is quite proper, of course, that

people should desire to progress in

temporal as well as in spiritual things,

but the latter should always be

predominant where only one is pos-

sible. If the natural endowments of

men lead them in educational direc-

tions, whether the taste be for art,

science, literature, or any of the other

numerous pursuits which add to the

happiness and well-being of mankind,
these are the directions they should

take, and not be swerved from their

purposes by every bauble of tem-
porary gain which comes before their

eyes.

Will men be rewarded in the future

for the amount of means they have
possessed? Their names may be
remembered in future generations

because of their immense posses-

sions, as has been the case with

Croesus and others of ancient and
modern times who possessed vast

wealth, but of what benefit will such
renown be?

Abraham, the friend of Cod,
though immensely rich, is remem-
bered more for his numerous virtues

and his noble deeds, than because ol

his wealth of cattle and land. Some
of the poorest men who have lived

upon the earth are today held in

highest esteem because of the good
they have done by their having

lived in the world, and not because

they were successful in accummulat-
ing wealth.

We would like the young men ol

Zion filled with the desire to first

inquire when a labor is required of

them, "What permanent good is

to come from this to myself or

others?" "Will it help to better

mankind?" instead of asking, as peo-

ple often do, "How much money is

there in this for me?"
If the present spirit were to con-

tinue to grow it would not be long

before every man who is called to go
upon a foreign mission or to labor in

any capacity in the Church, would
want to be paid in cash for his ser-

vices. Those who compose Zion

should be above such a spirit. They
should feel at all times that whatever
labor the Lord requires of them,

whether it be in a temporal or spirit-

ual capacity, that their time is the

Lord's, and whether they receive

much or little, or nothing at all in

cash for their services, they should

be content to work and lay up riches

for a future day.

It will be small comfort to any
person when about to pass on the other

side to look back upon his or her life

and find that it has been spent for

the accumulation of property. Such
individuals will be much in the pos-

ition of the man who owned his broad
acres in almost every land, and who
being seized with a deadly fever, was
approached by his little daughter—

a

wee mite of a thing—who had heard

him speak of his possessions in every

land. She asked him if he had a

palace "on the other side," where
the physician had said her father was
about to eo. It was then he realized
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what opportunities he had lost, and
how poor indeed was he, notwith-

standing all his wealth of gold and
silver, his houses and lands.

If men and women can toil all

their days upon this earth, reaping

nothing but poverty and suffering,

and still acquire in the records of our

Heavenly Father a large credit, they

will indeed find themselves in the end
the wealthy ones, and will discover

that their possessions are greater and
more enduring than those of many
who have perhaps despised them
while they traveled together upon
the footstool of God.

STATEHOOD FOR UTAH.
The hearts of all Latter-day Saints

should be full of gratitude to the

Lord that after so many years of

patient waiting and persistent peti-

tioning Utah is now provided with

an enabling act whereby our Terri-

tory can become one of the States of

this glorious Union. So many efforts

to secure this boon have been made
in the past by the people, and with

such discouraging results that we had
almost reached a condition where we
expected a refusal whenever we
asked for such a favor from the Con-
gress of our nation, but just at a time

when we seemed to least expect the

blessing, and were devoting our
feeblest efforts for such a consumma-
tion, the bill for Utah's admission

passes both houses of Congress, with

the least opposition which has per-

haps ever been shown towards the

admission of any other State, and it

received the approval of the Presi-

dent with but little delay.

We must acknowledge in this mar-
velous act the hand of God, for had
it not been for His over-ruling provi-

dence, by which power the hearts of

men have been softened towards the

Latter-day Saints, so that many have
seemed to desire to heap special

favors upon the people, we would
still be suffering from the unjust

prejudices of men; but the Lord who

has power to even turn stone into

bread, has transformed hearts of

stone into hearts of flesh and blood,

and has filled them with sympathy
for an oppressed yet faithful people.

To our Father we must, therefore,

give thanks for what He hath wrought
and for what He alone had the power
to accomplish.

The people of the Territory should

now be impressed with the responsi-

bilities of statehood. They should

make themselves thoroughly familiar

with the national questions and issues,

and should be prepared to speak as

well as vote intelligently upon all

matters which come within the pur-

view of a sovereign people. Our
young men should learn the duties

of the various officers of the govern-

ment, and should qualify themselves

for any duty which the new condi-

tion of things will bring upon them.

Not that they should be filled with a
desire for office, or descend to the

low political trickery so common in

many of the States. These things

should be strictly avoided. The
principles which governed our early

patriots should find place in the

hearts of our people. The office

should always seek the man and not

the man seek the office. This course

pursued, there will be less complaint

of the maladministration of the laws;

there will be more peace and greater

union in the nation.

It is to be hoped that our young
men will have sufficient manhood to

avoid engaging in political strife, or
in disgraceful scrambling for position.

They should be filled with a desire

to live independent of governmental
aid, but should prepare to be called

from any avocation of life to posi-

tions of responsibility and trust in

the municipality, county, state or
government, and should be qualified

to magnify such callings. We hope
this spirit will be characteristic of

the youth of Zion. There is gener-

ally in the nation an inordinate de-

sire for public position, and some
men who have once fed at the public
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9 crib are thereby made useless for

future personal effort and success.

They waste their time and energies,

when once their terms of office have
expired, in trying" to obtain other

offices, thus humiliating themselves

in the estimation of their friends and
all high-minded people.

In the Church the failure of a man
to obtain an ecclesiastical position

may be predicted when once he be-

gins to seek for it. Even if he suc-

ceeds in obtaining the position he
desires, future events invariably show
him to be unqualified for it. The
Lord selects His servants because of

their humility, and with none others

is He pleased. It can safely be said,

too, that in public offices the best

qualified men are generally those

who are the most humble, and who
acknowledge themselves as public

servants instead of feeling, as many
do, that they are the masters of the

public.

We trust it may be the future

feeling of Utah State's young men
to rather shrink from office than to

seek it, but to be qualified whenever
the offices find them to perform the

duties of such callings with fidelity,

perseverance and integrity.

M. I. MANUAL, PART II.

BY MILTON H. HARDY AND GEORGE H. BRIMHALL.

GOSPEL.
Lecture 26.

restoration i.

Subdivisions:—Meaning ofthe term
restoration ( Wb.).—Its special Gos-
pel meaning (Alma xli).—Its appli-

cation as an essential principle of

the Gospel.—What has been lost,

withdrawn, taken away, divided or

separated (See Voice of Warning
ch. v, pp. 148-158;) Ref. , Book
of Mormon, Alma xl, xli; Voice of

Warning, pp. 148-158; Spencer's

Letters, No. 12, pp. 124-128; Key
to Theology, ch. ii and iii; Com-
pendium pp. 164-168; Universal

apostasy, (O. Pratt).

Self-review:— 1. What is the

meaning of the term restoration? 2.

What is the extent of the application

of the term restoration as a principle

of the Gospel? 3. What is requisite

in order to understand what is to be
restored? 4. Name some important

things that have been lost. 5. Name
some instances of separation and
division to be followed by reunion.

Lecture 27.

restoration ii.

Subdivisions:—What is to be re-

stored; (1) in relation to the earth

and its products (Doc. and Cov.,

sec. lxxxviii, 26, 38; xx; The "Re-
surrection" by President Young, pp.
2, 3; Revelations xxi, 1; Moroni,
Ether, 13; 9)—(2) In relation to

animals, (a) living, (Voice of Warn-
ing, pp. 162-163); (&) dead, (Con-
tributor, Vol. IV, p. 174; The "Re-
surrection," p. 5):—(3) In relation

to man, (#) living (Voice of Warn-
ing, pp. 162-163); (^) dead, (Re-
velations, xx, 12-14; Alma xi, 43-

44; Mormon ix, 12-14; The "Resur-
rection," p. 5; Contributor, Vol.

IV, p. 192). Ref. Voice of Warn-
ing, ch. v, p. 159 to end; Doc. and
Cov., sec. xxix, 23-25; Acts, iii, 21;

Spencer's Letters, pp. 127-15 1 ; Book
of Mormon; Alma, xl, xli.

Self-review

:

— 1 . Name some things

to be restored. 2. What besides the

restoration o
r
the earth to the same

glorious state in which it first existed

is necessary? 3. What is the extent

of the work of restoration? 4. What
is meant by the great "restitution of

all things?" 5. Show the intimate

relation between the subjects of re-

storation and resurrection.
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Lecture 28.

things restored.

Subdivision: — Divine personal

communication.—The fullness of the

Gospel.—The Holy Priesthood.

—

The keys of the Apostleship.—The
keys of organization.—The keys of

gathering (Doc. and Cov. p. 405).

—

The keys of blessing (Doc. and Cov.

p. 405).—The keys of relation

(Doc. and Cov. p. 405).—The keys

of true education. Ref. , Pearl of

Great Price pp. 56-72; Contribu-
tor Vol. X. p. 307-311; Doc. and
Cov. Sec. no.

Self-review:— 1. Where,when and
to whom did God the Father reveal

Himself? 2. Relate the circum-

stances of the restoration of the

Aaronic Priesthood. 3. Where,
when and by whom were the keys of

the gathering restored? 4. Who
committed the dispensation of the

Gospel of Abraham? 5. Who com-
mitted the keys of the dispensation

of turning the hearts of the fathers

to the children and the children to

the fathers?

BIBLE—OLD TESTAMENT.
( Mosaic and Prophetic Dispensation

Continued. )

Lecture 27.

the prophets.

Subdivision:—The names of the

prophetic books of the Bible.—The
arrangement not one of chronologi-

cal order but of the importance of

the subject matter contained in each

book.—Prophets who prophesied

before the Babylonian captivity of

the Jews: Jonah, Joel, Amos, Hosea,

Isaiah, Micah, Nahum and Zepha-

niah.—Those who prophesied during

the captivity: Jeremiah, Habakkuk,
Ezekiel, Obadiah and Daniel.

—

Those who prophesied after the

restoration or return of the Jews
from captivity: Haggai, Zechariah

and Malachi.

Self-review:— 1. Give the names
of the prophetic books of the Bible

as recorded. 2. What was the point

of consideration in the arranging of
the prophetic books of the Old Tes-
tament? 3. Which of the prophets
prophesied previous to the captivity?

4. Name the prophets who prophe-
sied during the captivity and those
who prophesied after the restoration.

5. Give dates of the time of Jonah,
Jeremiah and Malachi. Ref. , Bible,

Bible Dictionary and Helps to the

study of the Bible, which are found
appended to any teacher's edition of
the Oxford Bible.

Lecture 28.

the prophets (continued).

The Prophet Isaiah.

Subdivisions:—The meaning of
his name.—The time in which he
lived, (a) a period of religious de-

cline among the Jews, (b) a time of
luxury, vanity and idolatry.—The
detailed exactness of his prophecies
gaining for him the title of Gospel
Prophet. See Helps to Bible Study
in the Oxford Bible.—Principal sub-
jects of his prophecies, (a) the

captivity and restoration of Judah
and Israel. See xxxix, 6, 7, (b)

the ruin and desolation of Babylon,
Tyre, Egypt and other places. See
vii, 1-12; xlvii, 7, 15, (c) the con-
quest and name of Cyrus, xliv, 28;

xlvi, 1, 5, {d ) the Messiah and His
mission, xl, 3; vii, 14; xi, 10; ix,

6. 7; viii, 14; xlix, 6; xxxv, 5, 6,

(e) the latter-day work, already ful-

filled, xlv, 8; xxix, 4, n, 12, 13, 14,

18, 19, (f) the second coming of
the Savior and the resurrection, xxv,

4; xl, 10; lix, 20; xxvi, 20.

Self-review:— 1. At what time in

the world's history did Isaiah proph-
esy? 2. What does his name signify?

3. What was the condition of the

Israelites during his time? 4. Quote
a prophecy of Isaiah concerning the

Jews, one concerning the restoration

of the Gospel and one concerning
the resurrection. 5. Prove from
Church history the literal fulfillment

of prophecy made by Isaiah.
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Lecture 29.

the prophet jeremiah.

Subdivisions:—The meaning of the

name.—His parentage and nativity.

—His unpopular predictions concern-

ing the fate of the Israelites.—His
being in Egypt. See Helps to the

Study of the Bible and Jeremiah xlii,

also Josephus, book III., chs. v, vi,

and vii.—His lamentations. See
Josephus, book X, ch. v, also Helps
to the Study of the Bible.—*His
prophecies already fulfilled

;
(a) con-

cerning the captivity of the Jews and
the fate of Zedekiah. See Josephus,

book X, ch. vii and viii; (b) con-

cerning the scattering of Israel xii,

15.—Prophecies being fulfilled; (a)

concerning the Gentiles, xvi, 19; (b)

the gathering of Israel, iii, 14, 15;

xii, 14, 15; (V) concerning mission-

ary work, xvi, 16.—Prophecies to be
fulfilled concerning the lost tribes,

xxxi, 8, 9.

Self-review:— 1. Under what cir-

cumstances did the Jews, even during
their decline seek for the word of

the Lord through the prophets. 2.

How came Jeremiah to be prophesy-
ing in Egypt? 3. What are the "La-
mentations of Jeremiah?" 4. Give
the time and name of three noted
contemporaries of Jeremiah. 5.

Give three of Jeremiah's prophecies

one already fulfilled, one being ful-

filled and one yet to be fulfilled.

BOOK OF MORMON.
(Nephitic Dispensation continued.')

Lecture 26.

period of universal brother-
HOOD.

Subdivisions

:

—Universal conver-
sion.—Universal peace.—United Or-
der.— Universal freedom.— Marvel-
ous results of the exercise of the

functions of the Priesthood.—Great
material and social prosperity on the

Gospel plan. — The beginning of

pride.—Division into classes.—Mul-

*These are simply illustrative predictions of

his great practical prophet.

tiplication of churches. — Wicked-
ness. — Persecution. — Apostasy.

—

The great division.—The rebellion.

—The school of hate.—Secret oaths
and combinations.—The Gadianton
robbers. — Widespread wickedness.
—Hiding of the sacred records by
Ammaron. Time, A. I). 36 to 320.
Ref., iv Nephi.

Self-review:— 1. What was the

religious condition of all the people
in the year 36 A. D.? 2. What in-

dustrial system with its wonderful
results was practiced by the people?

3. How did the downward career of
the blessed and prospered people be-

gin? 4. What followed the intro-

duction of pride? 5. What was the

condition of the people in 320 A.D.?
6. What disposition was made of

the sacred records at this time?

Lecture 27.

the period of universal war.

Subdivisions:—Mormon the boy-
historian and prophet-general. —
Withdrawal of the Priesthood and
consequently the gilts and fruits of

the Gospel.— The vengeful, idola-

trous Lamanites, and the unrepent-

ant Nephites wishing for death but
struggling for life.—Years of battles.

—Gross wickedness of the people.

—Mormon's testimony.—Final rally

at Cumorah.—Hiding the records in

the hill Cumorah.—The battle of ex-

termination in which two hundred
and thirty thousand Nephites fell.

Time, 322 to 385 A.D. Ref., Mor-
mon i to vi.

Self-review:— 1. Give a short his-

tory of Mormon. 2. What was the

special mission of Mormon? 3. Des-
cribe the civil, religious, and moral
condition of the people during Mor-
mon's time. 4. Where is the hill

Cumorah? 5. Describe the terrible,

final battle which took place there.

Lecture 28.

mormon and moroni.

Subdivisions:—The lamentations

of the aged wounded prophet-
commander over his slaughtered
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people.—Mormon's final testimony,

the Lamanites of the house of

Israel, they are numbered among
the people of the first covenant,

they must cease their warfare, they

must obtain a knowledge of their

fathers, they must believe in Jesus

Christ, the resurrection and the

eternal judgments, they must re-

pent, they must be baptized, and re-

ceive the Holy Ghost, following the

example of the Savior if they would
be saved, the Gospel to come to the

Lamanites through the Gentiles.

—

Death of Mormon.—Moroni's tes-

timony.—His lsraelitish lineage.

—

His hiding the records, the plates

worthless to man but the record

priceless.—How the plates are to be

brought forth.—Condition of society

at the time of their coming forth.

—

Moroni's warning to the professed

Christians. — His catechization ^of

the infidel.—His argument in re-

gard to the fallacy of believing in

the discontinuance of communica-
tion between God and man.—His

declaration as to the language of

the record, i. e., the reformed Egyp-
tian, and to the greater purity of the

Hebrew.—The object of the records.

Time, 400 to 421 A.D. Ref. , Mor-
mon vii, viii and ix, inclusive.

Self-review:— 1. To what house
do the Lamanites belong? 2. Give
the substance of Mormon's final tes-

timony. 3. Where, when, and by
whom were the records deposited, or

hidden? 4. In what characters were
the records kept? 5. What was the

object of the records?

NEW TESTAMENT.
{Dispensation of the Meridian of

Times, continued. )

Lecture 27.

parables of our savior (con-
TINUED.)

Subdivisions: — Marriage of the

king's son; (a) illustrating the ne-

cessity of preparation; (b) place,

Mount of Olives. Ref., Matt. xxii.

—New cloth on old garment.—New

wine in old bottles, (a) Teaching
adaptation; (b) place, Capernaum.
Ref., Mark ii and Luke v.—House
on the sand and on the rock, (a)

Illustrating wisdom; (b) place, Gali-

lee. Ref., Matthew vii.

Self-review:— 1. Which parable

illustrates the necessity of prepara-
tion? 2. How is adaptation taught
by the parable of the new wine in

old bottles and of the new cloth and
the old garment? 3. Make an ap-
plication of the parable of the house
on the sand. 4. Name and locate the

places in which the parables given in

this lesson were spoken. 5. Lo-
cate Capernaum, Mount of Olives,

and Galilee.

Lecture 28.

parables of our savior
continued.

Subdivisions:—The unjust judge;
(a) principle taught, perseverance;

(b) place, Jerusalem. Ref., xviii.

—

The rich man and Lazarus; (a) prin-

ciple taught, equity; (b) place, Jeru-
salem. Ref., Luke xiv.— The
draw net; (a) principle taught, the
universality of the Gospel call; (b)

place, Gennesaret. Ref., Matthew
xiii.—The wedding reception and
the dinner party

;
(a) principle

taught, humility; (b) place, Jeru-
salem. Ref., Luke xiv.

Self-review:— 1. What is especially

taught by the parable of the unjust

judge? 2. What is the lesson to be
learned from the parable of Lazarus
and the rich man? 3. Rehearse the

parable of the draw net. 4. How
does the parable of the draw net

teach universality of the Gospel call ?

5. Make an application of the wed-
ding feast parable.

Lecture 29.

parables of our savior (con-
TINUED.)

Subdivisions:—The friend calling

at midnight, (a) Illustrating, the
force of importunity and divine be-

neficence; (b) place, Jerusalem. Ref.

Luke xi.—The lost sheep.—The lost
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piece of money.—The prodigal son.

{a) Illustrating the principle of res-

toration; (6) place, Galilee Ref.

,

Luke xv.—The husbandman's un-

fruitful fig tree, (a) Illustrating in-

tercession for others; (6) place, Je-

rusalem. Ref., Luke xiii.

Self-review:— i. To whom did the

Savior speak in parables? 2. What
is the chief point illustrated by the

parable of the friend calling at mid-

night? 3. How is the principle of

restoration illustrated by the parable

of the prodigal son? 4. Wherein is

the faithful son more honored than

the prodigal? 5. Give a personal

application of the parable of the

husbandman's unfruitful tree.

TOO MUCH FOR HIM.

The court and jury, as well as the

spectators, generally enjoy the scene

when a lawyer, in an attempt to

badger or browbeat a witness, comes
off second best in the encounter. A
correspondent recalls an amusing
instance of this sort, which happened
a few years ago in an Albany court-

room.
The plaintiff, who was a lady, was

called to testify. She got on very

well, and made a favorable impres-

sion on the jury under the guidance

of her counsel, Hon. Lyman Tre-

maine, until the opposing counsel,

Hon. Henry Smith, subjected her to

a sharp cross examination. This so

confused »her that she became faint,

and fell to the floor in a swoon.

Of course this excited general

sympathy in the audience, and Mr.
Smith saw that his case looked badly.

An expedient suggested itself, by
which to make the swooning appear
like a piece of stage trickery, and
thus destroy sympathy for her. The
lady's face in swooning had turned

purple-red, and this fact suggested

the new line of attack. The next

witness was a middle-aged lady.

The counsel asked,

—

"Did you see the plaintiff faint a

short time ago?"

"Yes, sir."

"People turn pale when they faint,

don't they?"

A great sensation in the court, and
an evident confusion of witness.

But in a moment she answered, "No,
not always."

"Did you ever hear of a case of

fainting where the party did not turn

pale?"
"Yes, sir."

"Did you ever see such a case?"

"Yes, sir."

"When?"
"About a year ago."
"Where was it?"

"In this city."

"Who was it?"

By this time the excitement was so

intense that everybody listened anx-

iously for the reply. It came
promptly, with a twinkle in the wit-

ness's eye, and a quaver on her lips,

as if from suppressed humor.
" 'Twas a negro, sir."

Peal after peal of laughter shook
the court-room, in which the vene-

rable judge joined. Mr. Smith lost

his case, not to say his temper.

The Brain of the Chinaman.
—An interesting contribution to the

science of anthropology has been
made by Mr. C. H. Bond in his study

of the Chinaman' s brain, the results

of which are published in the English

journal Brain. Mr. Bond empha-
sizes certain well-marked departures

of the Chinese brain from that of

other people, the most pronounced
of which is the inordinately large size

of the cerebellum as compared with

the cerebrum. The proportion

stands in the relation of one to five,

instead of one to eight and one-half,

as in the average man, and is, there-

fore, very nearly what is to be found

in the chimpanzee. The total brain-

weight was found to be one thousand
one hundred and eighty-two grammes,
or only one hundred and seventy-six

grammes less than that of the average

male adult brain.



Awarded Highest Honors World's Fair.

DSPRICE'S
I

Baking Powder
i

Used in Millions of Homes—40 Years the Standard.

A Pure Cream of Tartar Powder.
Superior to every other known.

Delicious Cake and Pastry, Light Flaky Biscuit,

Griddle Cakes, Palatable and Wholesome.
No other baking powder does such work.

Dr. Price's Contains No Ammonia, No Alum, or any other Adulterant.

RUDY'S PILE SUPPOSI-
TOR Y is guaranteed to cure Piles and

Constipation, or money refunded. 50

cents per box. Send stamp for circular

and Free Sample to MARTIN RUDY,
Lancaster, Pa. For Sale by The Godbe-
Pitts Drug Co., Salt Lake City, Utah.

1840-1892.
MRS. WINSLOW'S SOOTHING
SYRUP

has been used by Millions of Mothers for their
'

children while Teething for over Fifty Years.
|

It soothes the child, softens the gums, allays I

all pain, cures wind colic, and is the best
remedy for diarrhoea.
TWENTY-FIVE CENTS A BOTTLE.

YOUNG TVvHN
Learn a Trade, and compete with the world. Learn Typewriting,

and compete with Few. The new ANVIL AND SHUTTLE
HAMMOND is as good as any machine yet invented. Not a

few think it is better; The Contributor does. So will you

GET A CIRCULAR. ROOM 423 CONSTITUTION BUILDING. ^_
52 WEST, THIRD SOUTH, SALT LAKE CITY.

apitariu/r\
THE SALT LAKE HOT SPRINGS SANITARIUM CO,, at 62 WEST, THIRD SOUTH

ST., SALT LAKE CITY, has the Finest Baths in America, consisting of magnificent large Swimming
Poole, Private Pools, and Fine Porcelain Bath Tubs. The Sanitarium has conducted its waters from its

Hot Salt-Sulphur Springs north of the city, a distance of about 3 miles, into the very heart of the city, and
has the greatest Bath and Swimming establishment in the world, giving health and recreation to untold
numbers of men and women. It is a SURE CURE for RHEUMATISM, INDIGESTION, LEAD
POISON, DISEASES OF THE KIDNEYS, and similar diseases.

Dr. Henry O. Marcy, of Boston, one of the most renowned and successful physicians in America, on
a recent visit to Salt Lake City, said: "You people do not realize what a grand thing you have in your
Sanitarium. I have visited all the famous European and American bath resorts, and can say that none of
these waters excel the Sanitarium water for health-giving properties. It is the finest bath I ever had."

All Utah citizens should sea the Sanitarium, so that they can appreciate these wonderful Baths.
You are cordially invited to make a personal inspection of the place. Attendants will be pleased to show
the Sanitarium without charge. Ha hs 35 cents. Towels and Suits washed at Troy Laundry.
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OFFER

TO give our Patrons an opportunity of pro-

curing some valuable literature, we have

decided to make the following Reductions for

orders accompanied by Cash for Volumes 14,

i^, and 16 of_^agfl^

The Contributor.

Vols. 14,15^ and 16, unbound, $^.00
postpaid, instead of $6.00, as heretofore.

Vols. 1^ and 16, unbound, - $3.^0
postpaid, instead of $4.00 as heretofore.

The three Volumes (14, i£ and 16) men-

tioned above are some of the most valuable

books ever issued from the press, and should

be in the possession of every progressive

person.

Binding on above volumes in full cloth,

is £0 cents each.

Address:

THE CONTRIBUTOR CO.,
P. O. Box 520. Salt Lake City, Utah.

Wo(c^otp^ora(^o(p^o<c9oreQ)o(6o nc^D(o^o(co)o(co)o(co)o(co)o(c9 Q9°<cQ^w^o^o)o{c9°(c^oraOM
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REMEMBER PLYMOUTH ROCK PRICES,

PANTS TO ORDER, $3.50 to $10.75. SUITS TO ORDER, $14.50 to $45.

Full Dress Suits in Very Latest Cut, $30 to $75.

Over four hundred and fifty Patterns to select from. Latest Styles now In.

WRITE FOR SAMPLES AND MEASURE BLANKS-

PLYMOUTH ROCK PKNTS CO.
172 S. STATE STREET, SALT LAKE JITV.

JOHN CfiJHEHGlH,
FIRST-CLASS

8HOE8
MADE TO ORDER.

Basement I tali Nat. Bank
SALT LAKE -1TV.

READ ROBERTS'

Price 75 ;ent», postpaid.

Send in your Orders
FOR

Bound Volume IS,
OF THE

+ CONTRIBUTOR.*
e"U Cloth or Half Leather, $2.50.

HIGHLAND BRAND

EVAPORATED CREAM
Absolutely pure Milk evaporated to

a creamery consistence and.

THOROUGHLY STERILIZED
Nfay be diluted with either Water

Or fresh Milk: to any desired consist-
ence

Is equal to the best Dairy Cream,
but more convenient and economical.

If your grocer does not keep it,write
direct to jf-md^ft <& ^ettyletxx^ Agents,

P.O.Box 6©3. Salt Lake City, Utah



ftEAD OUR

PREMIUM AND CLUBBING LIST.

For the benefit of our kind patrons, we are able to offer the following

Clubbing Rates to those who will send us their orders on or before May ist,

1894, providing" CASH accompanies the order:

RETAIL PRICE. OUR PRICE.

Contributor and Juvenile Instructor, one year each, $4.00 $3.50 postpaid.

Young Woman's Journal, " 4.00

Outlines of Ecclesiastical History, 3.75

Roberts' "The Gospel," - - 2.75

Roberts' Rules of Order, -' - 2.75

Life of Joseph Smith, fullcloth, 5.00

Life of Brigham Young (160 pp.) 2.50

Life of John Tavlor, full cloth, - 5.00
IBook of Mormon, " - - 3.00

" Doctrine and Covenants, full cloth, 3.00
" Any back bound volume of same, 4. 50
" Mr. Durant of Salt Lake, - 2.75
" Ideal Entertainments (300 pp.), 3.50
" Y.M.M.I.A. Reading Sets, - 4.50

::

3-50

3-25

2-35

2-35

4.00

2.25

4.00

2.60

2.-60

3-90

2-3£
;

...
2 -5°

4.00

Or we will send to. any addresses furnished us :

3 topies Contributor and 1 Mr, Durant of Salt Lake

3

O

4

4

4

5

5

for $6

1

!

The Gospel (Roberts). -

Ideal Entertainments, -

Book of Mormon, cloth,

Doctrine and Covenants, cloth.

Compendium, cloth,

40 Years Among the Indians

Outlines Ecclesiastical History

Set Y.M.M.I.A. Readings -

.00 cash.

6.00

6.00

8.00

8.00

8.00

10.00

19.00

16.00

The above Offers only hold good till January 1, 1895.

CASH MUST ACCOMPANY THE ORDER

ADDRESS

ll)e V oi)bnbubor v o.
}

P. O. BOX S20. Salt Lake City, Utah.



American Biscuit and Mfg. Co*
SUCCESSORS TO

"CrT-A-H CRACKER I'AOTORY,
Manufacturers of *he Celebrated

SILTER BRAND OF FINE CRACKERS.
SALT LAKE CITY.

jerSoId by all Wholesale & Retail Dealers in the Territory,*®*

HENRY WALLACE. Manaosr.

7Z&K

YOUR GROCER
TO GIVE YOU

.vGOLD BANDi-
FliAVOPjflG EXTRACTS,
BA^IflG POWDER,
and SPICES,

MANUFACTURED BY

THOMSON & TAYLOR SPICE CO..
Michigan Avenue, Cor. Lake Street, Chicago.

No Finer Gooda in. any Nlarlcet.

ilfiifiii # l.®ml®ii # H1®1©

75SSE3TS Oi^EsR $46,000,000.

HEBER J. GRANT & CO., Agents, salt lake city
B. F. Grant, Manager. H. G. Whitney, Asst. Manager.

W.S- WARREN, RESIDENT SECRETARY, CHICAGO. ILLINOIS.



ILMe I}iin Independent. Forty Jim in Utah wi

WORLD'S PICTORIAL LIjSB.

POWDER
Absolutely Pure.

A cream of tarter baking powder.

Highest of all in leavening strength.

—

Latest U. S. Government Food Report.

ROYAL BAKING POWDER CO.,
106 Wall Street, New York.

Unkn*
\ fa0§

''9 PICTOW^

SYSTEM,
The Through Car Line to

all Points North, South,
East and West.

•^

THE ONLY LINE Operat-
ing Dining Cars^ Through
Pullman Palace Sleepers
to Chicago and Saint Louis

Without Change.
"^

City Ticket Office, 20 1 Main St.

S. H. H. Clark
Oliver W. Mink
E.ElleryAnderson
Fred'k R. Coudert
John W. Doane

RECEIVERS

D. E. BURLEY,
Genl. Agt. Pass. Dept.

E.DICKINSON, E.L.LOMAX,
Genera! Mgr. G.P.&T.A.
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MARIAN LOUISE BOWKER,
Nepoi^&et, Mass.

CHILDREN everywhere are our

best advertisement:—with their

sound bodies, straight limbs, bright

eyes, plump cheeks and fresh, ra-

diant faces, they are the highest

types of happy, healthy childhood.

OUR BOOK FOR THE INSTRUCTION OF MOTHERS,
SENT FREE ON APPLICATION.

DOLIBER-GOODALE CO., BOSTON, MASS.
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W, & HUBBARD, 109 w, Second gouTH gT
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